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1 Introduction 
In this paper we will construct and iilvcstigatc various aspects of a new, formal model for 
database structures. In particular we wil l  torlcentrate on p~oviding a general model for 
database schemas which will he basically fulictional ([IIIiST]), and \vill support specialisation 
relationsllips. T.Vlierever possible we try to minimise the number of different concepts involved 
in modelling both schemas and database instances, in order to get as simple and uniform a 
model as possible. \Ire coristr~lct a representation of dnfcrk~se insfnnces which supports object 
identity, and define what it nleans for an instalire to snt i s fy  a database schema. Despite its 
simplicity, our model is very general and expressive, so that database schenlas and instances 
arising fronl a number of other dala modcls can be translated into the model. 
We will define and investigate a representation for the obser~ations that  can be made by 
querying a database system, and, in particular, looli at wl~ich observations are valid for a 
particular database sche111a. and whcn olltl ohscrvation iruplics the observability of another. 
Vlre will also look a t  the correspondence b e t ~ v ~ e n  the instances of a database schema and the 
observations that  can be made for t l ~ e  c1atal)ase. 
We will go on t o  100li at  sellenan mcrging: a prol~lem ahout \vliicl~ much has been written (see 
[BLNSG]) though the author believes that tllc fornlal semantics of such merging processes has 
not been properly explored or understood. 'The use of a sintple and flcsible formal model, such 
'This research was  supported in part by XRO D.2.;2L03-RY-C-O0~lP1iI1\IE, ARO DAAL03-89-C-003lSUB5 
and NSF IRI 8GlOGl7 
2 1 INTRODUCTION 
as the one establislled here, gives us a new insigllt illto the problenls of s c l ~ e ~ n a  merging: we 
attempt t o  define an ordering on scliema,~ representing their informational content and define 
the merge of a. collectioll of schemas to be the least scheina with t$ l~e  informatiolial content 
of all the schemas being merged. IIowever we establish t11a.t one cannot, in general, find a 
meaningful binary rnerging opera,tor wl~ich is a.ssociative, though we would clearly require this 
of any such opera,tor. We rectify this situation by relaxing our definition of schemas, defining 
a class of weak schenzas over urhich we can const,ruct a satisfactory concept of merges. Further 
we define a. method of constructing a ccrnorlical proper schen-la wit11 the same informatiolial 
content as a wea,li schema whenever possil)lc, thus giving us an adcqnate definition of the 
merge of a. collection of proper schel~las whenever such a merge can exist. In addition we 
show tha.t, if the scheinas we are lnerging are translations from sonle other data  model, our 
merging process "respects" the original data model. 
The paper is organised as follows: in Sectio~l 2 we inttotluce our data model; in Section 3 we 
construct a model of observations of databases, while in Section 4 we develop a correspondence 
between these observations and the rnodcls of datababe instances developed in Section 2.2; 
and in Sections 5 and 6 we looli at  schenla merging. Iu Section 5.1 we will discuss what 
plopexties we would like the inerge of a collcctioli of ~chemas to  satisfy and demonstrate 
some problems with constructing such a merge, ~ v l ~ i l c  in Section 5.2 we introduce the concept 
of .cl.ecrk schcinrrs and use tl~elil to define hatiqfactoly concept of merges. In Section 5.3 
we show hoiv to control the m r ~ g i n g  process i l l  ordrr to niahr the merge of some schemas 
reflect valious correspondences between the concepts cspreb\etl in the individual scllemas, 
and in Section 5.4 we define the concept of I H (  tcl-scher~arrs and 11he them to sl~ow that our 
merging process respects various other data-njodels. In Section 6 we define the concept of 
lower merges corresponding to the intersectiou of the information contained in a collection of 
schemas, rather than the sum of informatioll represented be the lnerges defined in Section 5. 
We conclude in Section 7. 
This paper is written in a n~odular fashion, so that it should not be necessary for the reader 
to  read those sections conceruiilg aspects of the paper that lie is not interested in.  
2 A Model for Database Structures 
I11 this section we will describe a nzodel for databases with complex data  structures and 
object identity. The inodel will provide a means for representing specialisatiol~, or "is-a" 
relationships between data structures. It will not attempt to  take account of such things as 
generalisation relationships (see [ S S i 7 ] )  or various kinds of dependeilcies, partly due to  lack 
of space and partly because we ivisl~ to  keep our illode1 sufficiently simple in order for the 
following sections to be as comprchensil~le as possihlc. IIo\vever the author does not believe 
that  adding such estentions to the m o d ~ l  or estcnding the following tlleory to take account 
of them should be overly difficult. 
V17e will descril~e the model's features in t c ~  111s of Clt-structures ([Clle76]) since they provide 
a well known basis for esplanationr ant1 esalnplez, though the model call be used equally well 
to  represent other semailtic rnotlels for databares (for a survey of such models see [HI(87]). 
In addition to allowillg higller order relatioils ( that  is relations anlongst relations) the model 
call represent circular defi~litions of entities and  I-elations, a phenomenon that  occurs in some 
object oriented database systems. Consequelltly. despite its apparent simplicity, the model 
is, in some sense. more general and esprc5sivr tl1a11 111oit se~lialltic illodels for databases. 
2.1 Database Schenlas 
Digraphs 
Fire will malie use of directed gr.ccph.9 (diyrcrphs) in our representations of both database schemas 
and instances. We must first give a definition of digraphs whicll is tailored to the needs of this 
paper, and consequently may differ a little fro111 defiilitiolls that the reader has come across 
elsewhere. In particular our digraphs \\,ill lravc botlt tltcir edges and their vertices labelled 
with labels frorn two disjoint, countable s ~ t s .  
Suppose V and C are disjoint, countal~lc sets, wl~icll lve lvill call the set of vertex labels and 
the set of nrroul labels respectivcly. -1 digraph over V ant1 C is a pair of sets, G = (V, E), 
such tlla t 
If G = (17, E) is a digrapll and p , q  E T ' ,  (I E L are sucll that  (p ,n ,q)  E E then we write 
p -LG q, and we nlay omit the subscript (J: \\rhcre the relevant digraph is clear from context. 
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\lie will represellt database schemas by triples of sets, the first two sets forlning a digraph, 
and the third set representing specialisatiorl relatiollsl~ips between data  structures. Before 
giving a formal definition of database schemas 1 % ~  will explain how we represent a system of 
data  structures (ignoring specialisations) by a digraph. 
R e p r e s e n t i n g  d a t a  s t r u c t u r e s  
Suppose we have a, finite set, jV, of class i ~ a m e s  a,nd a. finite set, C, of a t t r i b u t e s  or a r r o w  
labels.  Then we can represent a, syst,em of data, struct,ures by a. digraph (C,E)  over N and C 
satisfying the follo~vir~g condition: 
A l  1) -(L q A p -'% r. implies 7. r q 
That  is, for any class name 13 E C and ally arrow lahcl (1 E C, there is at most one class q E C 
suck that  p -2 q. 
If p,q E C and a E C are s11cli that I:, -5 (I ( that  is. ( p , c c , q )  E I) then we say tha,t p has an 
a-arrow of clnss q. 
The intuition here, in terms of 12R-struct ul.t\.;. is that cla5scr, wliicll are the vertices of the 
digraph, correspond to entity sets, relations a n d  base types. and arrows correspond to the at- 
tributes of entities and the rolcs of entities in  relations. The concepts of relations/entities/base 
types and of attributes/roles are therefore n~~if icd  into t ~ v o  concepts: classes and arrow la- 
bels. For example the ER-diagram shoiv\rn i n  Figure 1 would be represented by the digraph 
in Figure 2. 
Database s c h e m a s  w i t h  spec ia l i sa t io i~  
With the explanation of the use of digrapi~s givcn above in mind, we should now be in a 
position to make sense of our formal clefillition of tlatahase schen~as. 
Suppose we have a finite set of class nan1c.i. A', and a finite set of arrow labels, C. Then 
a d a t a b a s e  scheil la over JV and C is a t ~ i p l e  of sets, i7 = (C,LC,S), where (C, C) forms a 
digraph over ,V and C satisfying the axion1 A1 above, and S is a partial ordering on C ( that  
is, it is transitive, reflexive and antisyinmct~ic), such that S 5atisfies: 
A2 Q p ,  q,r E C - Vn E A . (11 .  q )  E A q -5 r i ~ ~ ~ p l i e s  
( ~ s E C ,  Pz s A ( s , T ) E ~ )  
Dog Person 
Figure 1: -211 CR-Diagram 
That is, for every pair ( p , q )  E S, if q has au a-arrow of class T ,  then p also has an  a-arrow 
with some class s where ( s , ~ . )  E S. (Kote that we write 1, zG 4 t o  mean (p,n,  y )  E C and 
we omit the subscript G when it is obvious fro111 the contest). 
If ( p , q )  E S then we write p =+ q ,  and say 1) is a specialisation of q. Intuitively what 
we mean here is that  every illstallce of the class p call also be colisidered to  be an instance 
of the class q (possibly estended with some additional information). So our axiom, given 
above, makes sense if we coilsitlcr it to mean that ,  in order for us to be able t o  consider an 
instance of p to be an instance of q. p lullit at lmst  have all the arrows of q ,  and these arrows 
must have classes for ~vhicll every instance can be con~iderctl to be an instance of class of the 
corresponding arrow of q. 
The conditions A1 and A2 are equivalent to tltose giveu in [DIIK-I] and also in [hIot87] for 
f i~~ lc t io~ la l  scl emas (though the former incorposatccl speciajisation relations between arrows, 
while the later used u~~label led  arroivs). 
For example the ER-diagram shown in figure 3, where specialisation relationships are marked 
by double arrows, corresponds to the database s c l ~ c ~ n a  sho~vn in figure 4, where single arrows 
are used to  indicate edges in t: ancl doul>le ar1.o~-5 are used to rcprcscl-lt pairs in S. 
By putting suitahle restrictions on the sclieni;ls of our motlcl. nre call llse theill t o  interpret the 
schemas of a variety of other data  models: relational. entity-relationship, functional, object- 
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owner \ Person 
Figure 2: A datal~asc scl~enla 
oriented, and so on. For csainl>le, in ortlcr to interpret a relational database schema, we 
can stratify C into two sets of classes, C R  and C.1, col~responcling to relatio~ls and attribute 
domains respectively, dissallow specialization etlges, and restrict arrows so that  they may only 
go from classes in C R  to classes in C A .  Sil-uilarly, ill order to interpret ER-schemas, we stratify 
C into three sets (attribute domains, entity sets and relationships), and again place certain 
restrictions on arrows and specialization relations. 11-e xvill descrille this sort of restriction on 
schemas in detail in section 5.4. 'l'he ability to e~nbccl otlier data models in our data  model 
is important since, in sectioil 5. we will sl~on. how to  merge tlie scllemas of our model, and, 
using various emheddi~lgs, this nlerging tecl~nique can then l ~ e  applied to other data  models. 
In  an unconstrained fonn, our schelnas are similar to those of the fzinctional data model 
([DHSd, Shi81]), though they are not sopl~isticatecl enough to  interpret data models such 
as those proposed in [HI\'S7] or [Oh090]. ivllicll incorporate constructors for variants. As we 
develop our data model, we will incorporate the idea of o b j r r t  i den tz ty ,  thus ~naking i t  suitable 
for modeling the object oricizted i l irfnBc~.ics dc.st ~ i h e d  in [nanSS]. 
E x t e n d i n g  scheilias w i t h  a r i t y  cons t ra in t s  
If one of our scheinas asqerts that a class p has an n-arrolv of class q ,  we interpret this as 
meaning that ,  for ally instance of the schcina, i f  an object of class 1) has an n-arrow going to  
some other object, then that object will have class q. IIo\vever the schelna does not tell us 
whether all objects of class 11 have a-arl.o\vs, or haul 11aar2y a-arrows they may have. To include 
this kiild of information, whiclt is rornmon ~ I I  many database nlodels, we need to  assign arities 
owner: str 
Guide-dog 
name : s t r  J-/= 
Figure 3: An ER-cliagrain ~vi th  "isa" relations 
to arrows. 
We will limit ourselves t o  consiclc~.ing only four tliffcrent possi1,le arity constraints: 0-m, 
1-in, 0-1 and 1-1, lllealling any  n11111bt.r of arrows, at least one arrow, a t  11lost one arrow, 
and exactly one arrow respectively. For esau~ple  the sct-valuctl functions of the   nod el of 
[HI\'87] could be considered to be arrows nit 11 tlie arity 0-111, ~vhile the ilormal functions in 
that  model would be equivalent to  arrows ivitl~ the arity 1-1, ancl functions which could take 
011 null values would be equivalent to arrolvs with the arity 0-1. It would be possible to  have 
a more complicated and specific set of arity constraints, hu t  there is little practical value and 
no theoretical interest in doing so. 
MTe asslime a.n o~.clering. 5 on arit,y constl-a.i~~ts formilrg t,he 1att.ice showll in figure 5. So 5 
represents the idea, of one a.rity const radilt hcilrg less specific t l ~ a n  or a, coilsequence of another. 
MTe extend our schelllas ~vit ,h a, mappjng h" a.ssigning xit ies to arrows. That  is 
and a.dd the additional asioln 
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Figure 4: A database sc11t.ma with '-isa" relations 
Figure 5 :  The la.t.t,ice of a,rit'y co~lst,raints 
This means tha.tt, if r is a, specia.tisa.tio11 of p i ~ n d  1) 11a.s an a-a.rrow of cla.ss q ,  then the  
corresponding n-arrow of r has an albit,y at least as  specific a.s the one from 11 t o  q. 
Associating printable values with classes 
The database scllernas describetl so fnr protide a structule wlliclz we can use to  represent 
the internal structure of da ta  in a database. Ilowever they do not provide any means of 
representing how data item.; may appcdr t o  a user of' the database. For this purpose we 
will associate sets of prirzfable t~cr1zie.s \vith classes. It sl~ould be noted that ,  in certain da ta  
models. not all classes have values ashociatccl with the111 which can be displayed t o  the user: for 
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esarnple in ER-structures, only the attribute domainr have actual printable values associated 
with them, the other classes (entity sets and relationships) being represented as products of 
their attributes. In keeping with our philosophy of t r ~ i n g  to obtain as general and uniform a 
model as possible, we will allow sets of printable values to  he associated with all classes, on 
the basis that  associating a set containing only one printable value with a class does not allow 
us to convey any infornlation using the printal~le values for that  class, and hence is equivalent 
to not associating any possible representations with the class at  all. 
We start by assuming a set 27 of p r in tab le  values.  For each class 1) E C we associate a 
non-enzpty set D p  C T, said to he the p r in tab le  value s e t  of 11. 
\lie put the additioilal restriction on hchcmas that  
A4 'dp. q E C . IJ ==+ q implies 'P" Dq 
That is, if p is a specialisation of q ,  tlic.11 Dp is a suhsct of Dq.  
C C We IIOW extend our database scheluas to h e  five-tliplcs. (7 = (C, E , S ,  h', 2) ), where V : 
C -- P ( D )  is the luapping fro111 classes to notl-cml,t;v subsets of 'I, given by 
FOI esamplc, for the database sclicma sllown in figure 4, we could take 2) to  be the set of all 
alpha-numeric strings. lt7e could Illen  tali^ pStr = 2) ant1 pint to  be the set of strings of 
digits representing integers. Ebr each otllcr clahb p i n  the sclicina, where we wouldn't want any 
printable information directly associated with items in the class (as against being associated 
wit11 the attributes of items), we could set I)" to he the set contaning just the empty string. 
2.2 A Model for Database Insta~lces 
In this section we will describe a lepl.esent at ion f o ~  1 1 t z t r 1 1 , t e s  of databases, and define what 
it means for ail instance to . ~ n t i . k f y  a datal)a\e bchema. \Ye ~vill fiist describe the instances 
witllout printable values, in order to esl~lain the Insic concept, and will then extend them in 
order to  take accourit of printable values. 
A ins tance ,  M.  over class ilanles -4' and arrow lahcls C. is a triple, ( O , R , Z ) ,  where 0 is 
a countable set of o b j e c t  ident i t ies ,  R C 0 x C x 0 is such that (O,TL) forms a digraph 
over 0 and C ,  and Z : 0 - ,4f ( that  is 7 nlaps ol,ject identitie.; t o  class names) is said to  be 
the i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of the object identifiers. (Once again we will use notation o AM O' to 
mean (0, a,  of )  E TL, where ,bt = (0, R . 1 ) ) .  
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The idea here is that  object ident,ifiers correspond to the r e d  world objects represented in 
the da.ta,ba,se, and the relation R  represent,^ how these object,s are rela.ted by the attributes 
in L. The interpretation, Z, represents the least c1a.s~ of ol~jcct ,  though it is also possible 
to consider an object to  belong to any cla.sses of which its int.crpretation is a specialisation. 
For exa.mple, in a. da.tabase for the sche~na, s h o ~ v ~ i  in Figure 4,  an object wit11 interpretation 
pol ice-dog could be considered to be of cla.ss pol ice-dog or of class dog. 
A database model, ./ti = (U,TL,Z), is said to satisfy a database schenla G = (C,C,S,IC) 
(ignoring printable value sets for the time hcing) iff 
S1 Vo,o1 E 0 . V p : q  E C . Vc1 E L -  
Z(o)  = 1, A 11 AG q A o -(kJM o' implies Z(ol) ==+ q 
S3 Vo,o',ol' E O . vp,q E C . vn E C. 
Z(o) = 11 A 11 -(LG g A o o' A o -(LM n" A 0-1 5 K ( p  -A q )  
implies o' = o" 
The first condition says that ,  if a schelna specifies an (1-arrow of sonle class p, and an object 
of class p has an a-arrow then the object co~~nectecl to  it 1)y tlie a-arrow must have the class 
specified by the scllema. For esamplc, for tllc ~chcnla  in Figure 4 ,  if a dog has a name and an 
age recorded i11 the dataha,se, tllc~i these 1111lst helong to the classes str and i n t  respectively. 
The second and third conditions rlleail that ,  if class 1, hat; an (1-arrow of class q ,  then if the 
arrow has associated arity 1-m or 1-1, then for ever. ol~jcct of class 11 must have an a-arrow 
going to an object of class q ,  ~vliile, if the asro\tr llas a arity of 0-1 or 1-1, then any object of 
class 11 can have a t  most one a-arrow. 
Modeling printable values 
As wit11 our initial study of dat'al)a.se sc11cnra.s (Scct,ion 2.1), we have so fa.r only described 
models for the interna.1 representa.tion of infor~nat ion in a tlataba.se, without taking into ac- 
count the yrirztable ~icilues associat.etl \\'it11 objects in tlle da.tabase. It is clearly necessa.ry 
to  have some kind of observable rcpresent,ation a.ssociated \vit,h certain items in a database, 
since t,he rest of the model serves only to represent t.hc correspondences and relationships 
between items of data,  but does not tlet,eslninc how tllis informa.tion may be conveyed to the 
user. I-Iowever some data models cl ioos~ to  itssocia.t,e observal~le representa.tions with only 
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some classes of data items: for esaniple. i l l  the rclatioilal illodel, only the attribute domains 
have observable values associated m.itl~ them directly. I11 adtlitioil inally inodels choose t o  
equate data  items if they, and their attributes, I~ave the same observable representations (this 
is true of the relational, entity-rclat ionsl~ip ailcl functional nloclels). Once again we will opt 
for a Inore general and uniform approach nl~icll can be used to interpret these models via the 
enforcement of various constraii~ts. Jlre will allow (and in fact require) printnble values to be 
associated with all items in the database, and will adopt the concept of object identity for our 
models, allowi~lg a number of objects ~v i th  similar printable val~ies to be stored in a database 
simultaneously. 
Once again we assume a set 2) of p r . i n f ( ~ b l c  ~ ~ r l u c s .  \Ire esterltl our nlodels to  be four-tuples of 
the fo1.111 JU = (O, 'R.T,V).  whore (0. E , I )  is a i~~ot le l  as desciibed earlier, and V : 0 -t D 
is a fu~lction from object identities to print;tl)lc vnl~lcs. For any object identity, o E 0, V ( o )  
is said to be the value  of o in ,W. 
We must also extend our clefnition of what i t  1lican.l for a illode1 to satisfy a schema. A model, 
C M = ((3, R,Z, V) ,  is said to sa t is fy  a schema (with printable value sets), G = (C, I ,S,  K , D  ), 
iff, in addition to  conditions S1 to 53 stated earlier, thc follomiirg coilditiol~ holds: 
S 4  Vo E (3 . Vp  E C (%(o)  = 11) implies ( V [ o )  E P p )  
That  is, for any object ideiltity o,  of class p. tlle value of o is in t l ~ c  printable value set of p. 
A s i m p l e  e x a m p l e  
In order t o  clarify our idea of models ~ v c  will give a 131ief esample. \ire will start with the 
scherrla shown in figure 6 (certain i~uplicit eclges, l~atllcly those i~ldliccd on the class Bear by 
its specialisation relationship to the class Animal have heen omitted). In this diagram arities 
have been marked ill small type at the c ~ - i t l ~  of' tlle a~.lows. \lre nil1 take V, our printable 
va ln~s .  to be the set of alpha-nu~ncric sr1.ing5. ant1 to 1nal;c) things easy we will set V" = D 
for each class p in the schema. 
\lie consider the follo~ving set of objcct itlentit ips: 
0 = {Pooh, Piglet, Eeyore, 
Pooh-house, Piglet-house, Eeyore-house, 
hunny, condensed-milk, haycorns, thistles, 
isn't-it-funny, cottleston-pie) 
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The classes of these object identities are givcn by: 
Z(Piglet) = Z(Eeyore) = Animal 
Z(Pooh) = Bear 
Z(Pooh-house) = Z(Piglet-house) = Z( Eeyore-house) = House 
Z(hunny) = Z(haycorns) = Z(thistles) = Z(condensed-milk) = Food 
Z(isnJt-it-funny) = Z(cottleston-pie) = Poem 
a.nd our a t  trihu te rela.tions a,re 
l i v e s - a t  l i v e s - a t  R = {Pooh - Pooh-house, Piglet -- Piglet-house, 
l i v e s - a t  ea t s  Eeyore -- Eeyore-house, Pooh - hunny, 
eat g Pooh 59 condensed-milk, Piglet '23 haycorns! Eeyore -thistles, 
u r o t e  wrote  Pooh - isn't-it-funny, Pooh - cottleston-pie) 
Now we have to assign printahlc valncs to oar object identities. The animals and the foods 
are easy: 
V( Pooh ) = .'T\-i n nic-tl~c- I'ooh" 
V (  Piglet ) = "Piglet" 
V( Eeyore) = ..Ecyol.e" 
V(hunny) = b - l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i y ' '  
V(haycorns) = ..l~ayco~.ns" 
V(thistles) = .'thistles" 
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The values for houses are a little morc difficult to figure out. I11 particular we're not very sure 
of Pooh's address, though we do liltow t h a t  h p  lives antler the name of ,Sc~~zders, so that'll 
have to do: 
V( Pooh-house) = -'SantlcrsV 
V(Piglet-house) = .'The Beacl~ 'I'ree" 
V(Eeyore-house) = ' .Tl~e IIouse a t  Pool1 Corner" 
and finally, the poems: 
V(isn't-it-funny) = "Isn't it funny. 
Iiow a. Iwar lilces honey'? 
nllzz! nllzz! Buzz! 
I wontlrr why he does'!" 
V(cott1eston-pie) = "(-'ottlcston, Clott.lestoll, Cott.lest,on Pie. 
-4 fly can't l ~ i r d ,  but a birtl call fly. 
Asli IIIC a ridtlle and I reply, 
'C'otflrsto~z, Cottiesfon, Cuftlesto~z Pie.' " 
Note that  the arity collstrai~lts are satisfieti: ci1c11 a n i m a l  lives at exactly one house, and eats 
a t  least one food. 
3 Modeling Observations of Databases 
The model for databases presented in Srctioii 2 rep~escrrts the information stored in a database 
and its structure. However, in practice. thib infor~natioii is not directly observable. Infor- 
mation 011 the contents of a database is ol)taincd by cluerying tlie database and examining 
the results of the query. In this section we ~ v i l l  develop a way of modeling observations of 
databases, and clevelop a correspondelrcc I~e t~rcen  these observations and the internal rep- 
resentatioll based niodel developed in Section 2. ]Ire then go on to develop a theory about 
what sets of observations are possible, insofar as they may correspond to, and be generated 
by, some database model. 
The concept of observa.tions gives us an  a.lternative Iiind of sema.ntics for databases: the 
semantics of a database being tlie set of all possi1)Ie obscr~~ations for that  database. We shall 
see in Section 4 t1ia.t such a sema.nt,ics ~voultl itlc~~tify dataha.se iusta.nces whicll had different 
internal structures as representetl by the lrlotlel of Section 2.2. M'hile, on the one hand, we 
might claim that da.tahase inst.ances slionld he t[iougl~t o hc ocluivalent if they cannot be 
distinguished through querying, we inight also postl~latc t l ~ a t  t,wo databases might behave 
differently as the result of various upc1at.e~ and m;\nipulat,ions even i f  they are observationally 
equivalent. 
3.1 Basic Queries 
We will 111odel basic cluerics to a di~tal~ahc l)y patterns, \111jcli \ve will call types, which are 
matched against the datdbase. \Ye do not  dt(cilrpt to ~nodcl the Itlore sophisticated queries, 
involving such things as predicates ant1 quantification, that noultl be submitted to a real life 
database system via a high level clnery I<inguagc, sucli as SQL. Such queries could be inter- 
preted as generating a sct of the sililple queries desc~ibeci here, ant1 then filtering the results 
in some way. However since such an interpret a t  ion ~vould be dependent on the particular 
DBMS being considered, and since it \vould not be rcle~rant to the iswes being considered 
here, we do not attempt to address this p~ohlcin in this paper. 
Intuitively a type is a pattern \i l i icl~ i b  indtcl~ecl agaj~ist a tli~tahasc. IT'hei~ such a pattern 
is sub~nittecl to a database as a qncry. tlrc cl;ital)aw rcspontls ~ \ i t h  the set of tlie projections 
onto the pattern of all the objectr in the clatal)aw matclri~ig the pattern (a formal definition 
of "projections" will be given later in Section 3.2) .  
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A ty l~e  consists of a digraph and a distinguisl~ccl iiotlc, called the root, such that  there is a 
path from the root to every vertcs in the digraph, and, in addition. the arrow relation of 
the digraph is fiinctional in it'? first tlvo a r g ~ ~ m e l ~ t s .  The vertices of the digraphs are either 
classes, which illust match the same classch ili the datababe schen~a,  or vciriables which may 
match any class in the database schelna. and tile ;ilro\v labt~ls are talcen from the same set as 
the arrow labels of tlie database. Typcs are s i ~ ~ ~ i l a r  to the iugulrcr frees described in [Ait84] 
escept that  it is not possible to have several tfistii~ct vertices with the same labels. 
Suppose Af and C a.re sets of class na.rnes a.nc1 arrow labels respectively, and X is a countably 
infinite set of variables. Then, fol-mally, a type  is a triple of the forill t = (Vt, Et, r t ) ,  where 
(K,  E t )  is a digra,ph over Ar u -Y and C, aucl E I.;, such t,l~at 
(where u -"it v mea.ns ( ~ 1 ,  a ,  z*) E E t )  r t  is said to bc the root  of t .  
VJe define the functioll Root from types to  A* U S such that Root( t )  is the root of t.  
Some examples of these simple queries, togct,lier with their corresponding types (patterns, 
rooted digraphs or whatever), are given i n  l'igure 7 .  The queries are espressed in a format 
which it is hoped will not require any esplanation. 
14'e will need to define soiue more apparattrs for dealing ::with types. 
M'e define the fll~lctiorl -4tr  from types t o  \ c i s  of ilI.I.o\\. lah(31s hy: 
where t = (14, Et , r f ) .  That is A t r ( l )  is tlic hct of all n such that 1.1 has an a-arrow in (14, Et). 
If t = (Ift, Et, r t )  is a type and n E A t r ( t ) ,  tllcn lve ivrite t(a) for the largest type s = 
(I:, E,, T,)  such that  (If,, E,) is a subgraph of ( I  ;, Et )  and rt - f l - t  r,. So t ( a )  is the type 
formed by going domll the n-arrow fro111 the root of 1. mal<itig the new vertes the root of the 
type, and forming the digraph of the type 11y ~.clrr~ovi~ig any vertices of the digraph of t t o  
which there are 110 paths from the new root of t l ~ c  tgl)c. 
A type t is said to he a grouild type  if i t  tlocjs not involve ally variables. 
.-- A substitution is a pa.rt,ial fiinction, (T : AX - C U -Ji, \vit,h a finite do~liain of definition. 
We extend substitutions to types in the ol,vio~~s \yay. That  is, for any type t ,  a ( t )  is the result 
of replacing all occurrences of x in f by cr(n.) for every .z. E d o ~ n ( c ~ ) .  
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Dog Guide-dog 
;::. Ime ige \ame 
int str int str 
Dog [age : int ,name : str] Guide-dog [age: int ,name : strl 
Police-dog [age : int , [id-num,name:str] 
name:str,id-num:int] 
Fig111.c 7: Some types 
A gmuod type t = (I.;, E t ,  T , )  is said to be valid for a sclirnla (7 = (c, E,S, D ~ )  iff 
1. rt E C  
2. For each a E .4tr(t), if vt Lt 1) tllcil ~ I I C I ' C  i i  a q E C huch that  rt q and p q .  
:3. For each IL E A t r ( t )  t ( a )  is a valid ground type  for cj. 
A type t is said to  be a, valid type for n scl~elna L7 i f f  tlicre esists a, substitution a such that 
a( t )  is a ~ w l i d  g~otriacl type for k7. 
If p E C is a class for a dataha.;c s c l ~ e i ~ ~ n  !; = (C.5.S. D ~ ) .  tlicn we write p for the largest 
valid ground type of the form 7j = ( ~ / ; E . I J )  ( tha t  i:, a rj is a ground type rooted at p). For 
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example, for the database schema show11 in Figure -1, Dog is the type shown in Figure 7(a), 
while Police-dog is shonrn in Figure i ( c ) .  
Subtype Relation 
MTe define a "subtype" relation on valid typcs of a scllelna i n  order to capture the concept of 
one type being nzore spccific than a i i o t l ~ e ~  type. By '-111o1e 5pecific" what we mean is that  
every instance of the first type can also he considered to be an  ii~staiice of the second type 
(or, rather, can be projected onto an instance of the second type). This is true if and only 
if the second type ruatclies (ran I)e S I I ~ C I  inil~o\ctl on ) pvrrF sul,trce of the database schema 
that  the first type matches. 
Mfe will define our subtype relation in trvo slagcs, first dcfning the simple subtype relation. 
If t = (14, Et ,  y t )  and s = ( I<,  E,,r,) are valid types for sorile schema, G,  then we say that  t 
is a simple subtype of s for the schema <7, ivritten t 5 ,  s, i f f  
That  is, either r, is a variahle or rt is a specjalisation of r,, and,  for every attribute a of s, a 
is an  attribute o f t  and t ( n )  is a simple s ~ ~ b t y p e  of ..(rr). Note tltiil the relation , is reflexive 
and transitive, and, if there is a substitution. a ,  such that 4 . 5 )  = t ,  then t 5s S. 
We say that  t is a subtype of s, writ,t.en t 3 s, i f f  
That  is, t is a subtype of ,G iff therc is  a 4r1l)gr.apll of t nliich is a simple subtype of s. Note 
that  5 is a reflexive, tran4tive relation, autl, i f  wc eclna te types ~ v l ~ i c h  differ only in the names 
of their variables (they are alpha-convertible) then it i4  anti-symnietric. 
For example consider the types sliowil in fignre 7 for the database schellla shown in figure 4. 
The type shown Figure i ( c )  is a subtype of the types  s1lon.n in Figures 7(a) and 7(d), while 
the type in Figure 7(b) is a subtype of the one i l l  ; ( a )  only. 
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3.2 Basic Observatiolls 
In this section we will describe a model for "l~asic observations" xvllich are observations re- 
sulting from a single query of a database. I11 Section 3.3 xvc will go on to    nod el "general 
observations" which can be made by siihmitting a nnmhrr of queries to a database. 
Doinains of Atoinic Observatioi~s 
We will define the donznin of a database sclle~tla to  be the s ~ t  of all atoinic pieces of data, or 
records, that  could be observed for a datahase satisfying the schelna. Further, we will define 
the donznin of a type to be the set of all atomic pieces of data that  could be observed as the 
result of submitting the type to  a datal~ase as a clnery. 
Suppose we have a database schema (7 ovcl. class nalncs .Ir and arrow labels L, and with 
printable values set P .  Then the domain of' I;, DL;, i i  tlie sc.1 of all partial functions f from 
strings of attributes from C to 2, such thal the donlain of f is closed under prefixing. Tha t  
1s: 
DG = { f : .C+ 2 2, I -, E d o ~ ~ l ( / )  A 7  = 0 ~ 3  implies n E dom(f )} 
(where ,Y+ denotes the set of st,rings of elements of -Y). 
For any partial function f E DG and any cc E C, ~ v c  denote by f 1, the partial function defined 
by 
f 10 ( 7 )  = f ( ( l y )  
for all 7 E L+. TTre use c to  denote the i~niclr~c str i l~g of Ie~lgth 0 
For any type t  the language of t ,  L a i ~ ( t )  C_ L'+. is tlre set of ,iring, of arrow labels defined 
by : 
L a n ( t )  = { c }  U {N? / (I E . l t r ( t )  A 7 E L a n ( t ( a ) ) }  
Note tha.t, if t 5 ,  s ,  then L a n ( s )  C L a n ( t ) .  
For any type, t ,  and any string of arrow lahcls 7 = a ,  . . . a k  E Lan( t ) ,  we write t ( y )  for the 
type t ( a 1 ) .  . . (ak). 
For any type, t ,  such that  t i q  valid for S, ivc dc f i11~  the defi~le the doinaiii of t for G, Dt 5 DG,  
to be the ~ e t  of all partial functions f E \ r ~ c . l r  that: 
2. For ea.ch y E Lan( t ) ,  if R ~ o l . ( t ( ~ ) )  = 21 E C t.hen f ( - f )  E D p  
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Note that ,  if y E L a ~ i ( t )  and Root(t(y))  = x E S, tl-ien . f j ~ )  i1111st be defined but inay take 
any value in 'P. 
The idea here is that  Dt is the set of the possil~le valurs returncd by a database iiz response 
to the type t heing submitted as a cluc1.y. 
Note that ,  for a.ny substitution g, i f  .? = ~ ( t )  tllell D, C D t .  
P r o j e c t i o n s  
'CYe will define pojcctions as mapping:, from the tlomail~ of one type to the domain of another, 
representing the re.ftricfin7cs of the instanre5 of the firqt type to  the second. Projections will 
be used later, in our definition of o l ~ s c r ~ ~ i t i o n ~ .  i l l  older t o  1111ild an illfornlation ordering on 
observations. 
In order for a projection from a t y p ~  t 10 i1 type J to ~naltc. sen\e, every instance of type t 
must give rise to  an instance of type .s i n  a 11att1rill way, and  so every subtree of the database 
schel-tla that  t can match lllust be matchetl by .* as well. IIence 1c.c only define projections for 
pairs of types t and s such that t 5 .5. 
Our definition of projections is stratified: that  we first give a recursive definition of simple 
p7.ojection.s and then defile (general) projections as  an estensioll of simple projections. 
Suppose t a.nd s are valid types sucl~ that 5 ,  .\. 7'11~ (oniclue) s i ixple  p r o j e c t i o n  from t 
t o  s is the functio~l !P : Dt - D ,  definctl 1)y: 
for any f f Dt and any y f Lall(s), and Q( f )(? ) is u~ldcfi~led i f y 6 Lan(s) .  If t 5,  s then 
there is no simple projection from t to  s. 
A (general) p r o j e c t i o n  fro111 t to s is a fiinction IT : Dt - D, constructed using the following 
rules: 
1. If II is a simple projectioll froin t to .i the11 II is a project,ion from t to s 
2. If, for some n E At r ( t ) .  t ( n )  5 .s and IT' i i  a p~.ojcction fro111 t ( a )  to  s ,  then if 
for all f E Dt,  then II is a projection fro111 t to .q. 
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Note that ,  i f  r 5 s a.~td s 5 t ,  and 17 and TI' arc project,iol\s from 1. to s and s t o  t respectively, 
then II' o II is a. projection froin 1. t,o t .  
Some exanlples of projectiol~s, for home typ(\\  of t l ~ c  t1irt;lbase schema shown in figure 2, are 
depicted in Figure 8. It is ivorth ]toting tlrat, as in the case of tltc types shown in Figure 8(c), 
there inay be several different projection? l>c.t\vccn t ~ v o  types. 
Bags 
Due t o  our not,ion of object identity, it will he possible for a query to give rise to  several 
indistinguis11a.ble pieces of atomic i l ~ f o r ~ l ~ a . t i o ~ ~ ,  ant1 so n.0 will neetl to lllalie use of constructs 
which allow for multiplicity of object,s i n  o ~ ~ r  vcl)~.cscntatio~~ of basic observations. We in- 
troduce bclgs or n~tr1tiset.s for this purpose. Rags ;ire si~liilar to sets except that  they allow 
mu1t)iple copies of elelnents. 
A bag over a set D is a function u : 1) - IS such that 11(n.) = 0 for all but finitely many 
z E D. The idea is tha t ,  for each elenlc~lt .r E D. ~ ( n . )  i\ the nulltiplicily of z in the collection 
of elenlents of D represented by 11.  6Ve ivrite D* for the set of all bags over D. 
In accordance with the idea of bags representing collections of elements, we use the notation 
[x l , .  . . , x,] t o  denote the bag with clcnlcnts . r l , .  . . , x,, (counting multiplicitly). Formally 
for any x E D. \(4'e use this notation interc1i;~rrgciil)l~ \ \ T i t 1 1  the function  tota at ion for ba.gs. 
Note that ,  for any a : ~ ,  . . . , :c,. 
[q,. .  , . r , , ]  = [ . I . , ,  . . . . . .xt,,] 
where i l , .  . . , in is any perlln~tation of 1.. . . , n .  
We say t11a.t x is a 1ne11111er of a bag 11. and write .T E n .  i f f  r l ( z . )  2 1. 
We say a bag u is a sub-bc~g of a hag I ) ,  a n d  write 11 C I ! ,  i f  and only if v consists of all the 
elements of u pllis some additional elc~ncnts. 1Tc11ce r~ 2 u iff 
Vn: E 11 . n(s) < c l ( n : )  
If f is a function from D t o  E then we define t l ~ c  f u n c t i o ~ ~  f* . mapping D* t o  E*, by: 
. f * (u I (y )  = C{~L!.(') I .f(..) = 9 )  
for all y E E. Note that ,  for a,ny XI,. . . ,a:,, E D ,  
f*([:c1,. ,.c,]) = [S(:l'1), . . . , .f( .2.,z)l  
MTe define the operators ziniorl and Incrgr on bags as follo\\~s: 
For any bags 11 and v, over D ,  
for a,ll x E D 
For any bags u a,nd v. over D, 
for all z E D .  
Rot11 U and Afer-ge are associative operators 0 1 1  hitgs and llence can be extended t o  finite sets 
of bags in the obvious way. 
We define the operator squash on bags. ~vhicli reniovcs maltiplicity of elements, by: 
for a.ny ba.g 21 over D a.nd ally n: E D. 
Basic Observ a t '  ions 
Basic observa.t,ions are used to modcl info'orr~~itt.ion gained from a. single query of a database. 
In section 3.3 they will be used to  foriu a I~asis for a. lattice of lilore general observations, 
representing t . 1 ~  results of airy nuniber of clncries. 
A basic observation for a database scllclna. G. co~lsists of a pair, 
where t is a valid type for S al~tl  [ .r l . .  . . , I., ,] E D;  i b  a I),ig of rlctnrnts from the donlaill of t .  
Such a ba.sic observation is int,ended t,o rc~,l.cscnt the fiic't that, when the type t is submitted t o  
a da.ta,base as a query, t,he datalnse respolitls 1vitl1 a. set of tnl.)les including ones corresponding 
to  the e1einent.s X I , .  . . ,x, of TIt  ( c o ~ ~ t ~ t i i i g  nlultiplicity). 
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Basic Observa t ions  as a Poset 
Suppose that  B 0  is the set of all basic o l ~ ~ r v a t i o n ~  for some tlatabase schema 4. We will 
introduce a relationship t- on BO, the itlca of xvhicli is that ,  if ( s . , t )  I- (y ,  s ) ,  then for any 
database for which the observation ( r ,  f )  ciin be ~nadc ,  tlic observation (y ,  s )  can also be made. 
MTe define the relation I- on HO to 1)e the sll~allest 111.c-order (transitive, reflesive relation) 
satisfying: 
1. If t 5 s and  u E D r ,  21 E D: a.re such that ,  for some projection I1 from t to s ,  
2. If t 5 ,  s, n E Dr. v E D: ant1 P is tlie i~nit l t~e s i lup l~  p~.ojectiol~ from t to  s ,  then if 
then ( P L ,  f )  t- (v, s). 
3. If t 5 s and u E D;, 71 E D: arc sllc11 thai t11e1.e is a ~ollectioll OF bags, {v, E D: I i E I ) ,  
such that  
1. J l ( ~ ~ ; q ( ~ , ~ , (  r ,  ) 
and, for all i E I ,  
( l l , . t )  I- ( D ; , . 5 )  
t81ien ( u , t }  t- ( v ,  s). 
I other words (21, t )  I- (v ,  S )  if 1 is a s l ~ b t y p ~  of .5;. for every elemcllt .X E v there is an element 
y E u a.nd a projection IT from t to .s; sucli that .z = TI(y). aucl. if  the multiplicity of x in v is 
greater t11a.n 1, then f 5,  s and ea.rh occur.rcnce of n: in 21 a.riscs from a distinct element y E v 
via the sirllple pl~ojection P fronl f to  s. l'lie reason Tor this sonlewltat complex definition 
of I- is t,lla.t, rvliile we expect simple ~~r.ojcct.ions to preserve mnltiplicity of objects, general 
projectiolis nlay project several o11jec.t.s ortto t l ~ c  s;l.lne ohjcct i n  thc database. so tlia,t we inust 
be ca.refii1 to  sq.un.sli mu1 t,iple occurrcnccs of a i u plc arising 111 rough non-simple projections 
into a single occurrence of the t ~ ~ l ) l c .  
Unfortunately t is not a plrrticrl oi.(Irr as \ye \voultl like. sinct. it fails to  he anti-symmetric. 
Consequeiltly \ve tvill co~~sicler the po.~tf BO gel~criltctl I>y DO ant1 t-. 
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\Ve will say that  a basic observation ( 1 1 . 1 )  for a database scherna i? is canoilical if, for ally 
other basic observation ( u , t )  such that ( 1 7 ,  t )  I- (11 ,  t )  and ( u ,  t )  t- ( u ,  t ) ,  we have v E u. That 
is ( u ,  t )  is the largest basic observation couveyiug that information. 
If we write BO' for the set of cailonical basic obscrvatiolis for a schcma 6, then we find that  
(BO',  t-) is a poset and is isomorphic to B O .  C'onsequrntly nre will represent the equivalence 
classes in B O  by the canonical basic ol,serr;ltions that t l~ey contain. 
3.3 General Observatioi~s 
M'e will define ge~zernl obsenlcctio~zs to rcprcsc~~t  the result of su l~n~i t t ing  a number of queries 
to  a database and observing the rcsnlts. 
We define a general observatioil for a database scllc~na 6 to be a set of basic observations 
for G. However, since there may be many subsets of the basic observations with equivalent 
informational content, and since IVC wish to tle-finc. a lattice of general observations, we will 
need to find a class of ccrnonictll gcncrnl o l r~rr t~( / f zons ,  a  \vc (lit1 for basic observations, and 
restrict our attention to  these. 
Consider a database schema G \\it11 corrc\l)oiltlinp, I~ahic observations B O .  We start by 
e x t e n d i ~ ~ g  the relation t- to a relation l)et\fcen icts of basic obse~  vations and individual basic 
observations: 
Suppose X C B O  a.nd ( t 1 , t . )  E B O .  Then S t- (.u, I )  i ff  tlierc esists a collection 
of ba.gs, {ui E DT I i E I ) ?  and of 1)asic ohserviitions? { p ,  E S ( i E I), such that  
and, for all 1: E I, 
I ) !  ( ~ 0 . ~ )  
The idea here is that ,  if X t- ( u ,  t )  arid all the I~asic ob\ervations in S are observable for some 
database, then ( u ,  t )  is also observal~le. 
Nest we overload the sy111bol k yet again by extending the above relat,ion to a relation between 
sets of basic observations: 
Suppose -1- B O  and I' C B O .  'l'l~en .Y- t 1' i f f  
So, for any data,base in which all the basic observations in X are olxervable, all the observa- 
tions in I' are also observable. 
I t  is clear that  the relation k on P j B O )  is tra.nsitive and rcflesive. Uilfortunately i t  is not 
anti-symmetric. 
We sa,y tha,t a general ol~servation, AT 5 50. is canonical  iff, for a.ny I' BO such that  
E.' t- X a.nd X t- J', we have 1.' C -3-. 
For ally .Y C BO Ive call co~~s t ruc t  a c;)nol~ici\I gonoi~;~I ol)bervation I S such that  X t-TX 
and X t X by: 
IS = { I ,  E BO / S t 1,) 
So our canonical general observations are exactly the upnrard:, closed subsets of BO under 
the ordering. Suppose that GO is tlic scl of nll sucli uptvartls closed sets of basic observations 
for a schenla G.  
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.1 For crny -Y, 1' E GO. S t 1. it? I -  -Y 
Proof :  trivial 
We define the operators U and n on GO 1)y 
and 
-3- n 7'  = S u I'  
P r o p o s i t i o n  3.2 (GO, t-, U, n) is  o l ~ t l i r c .  
Proof :  trivial 
So we define our lattice of genera l  observat ions ,  GO,  for a tli~tahase schelna G by: 
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4 The Correspondence of Models and Observations 
In Section 2 we defined models to represent the illfornlatioti stored in a database, and in 
Section 3 we defined a representation for the observations that  call be made by querying a 
database. In this section we will develop a correspontlence bct\veen these two concepts, and, 
in particular, will derive a relation shelving w h a t  sets of r e l a t io~~s  can be made for a particular 
lllodel of a database instance. 
Suppose that we have a :node1 :M = ( 0 , R . Z .  C() such t11ilI iU hatisfies a database schema 6 
over class names N and arlow labels L. 
For any o E O and any valid type t = ( lr i ,  E L ,  I . ! )  (for schema (7 and variables S), we say that 
o is of type t ,  and write ,1/1 D o : t ,  iff 
1. Either rt E X or rt E Z(o). 
2. For each n E Atr(t) there exists an  o' E C3 sucll that o -"--,w of and M b of : t (n ) .  
The idea here is that the type t mrrtchcs thc  o1)jcrt wit11 ol~jcct identity o.  That  is, o has a 
class svliich inatcl~es the root o f t ,  and for ei~ctl arrow 1al)cl n E A t r ( t ) ,  o has an a-arrow with 
type t ( r ~ ) .  
For any object identity o E O and any valid type t hncli that M D o : t ,  we define [M f> o : 
tl] E DG by: 
1. If E is the unique string of lellgbli 0. tlie~i 
2. If (L E Atrft)  and o - ' , M  of tllen for any string y E C+ 
3. For a,ny other string 7; E C+. [,iM D o : t l ] ( y )  is undefncd. 
The idea is that  i.44 2/1 o : f] is the c?olrrc or ~ t l t n t r i r l g  ol' o i n  ,JW projected onto the type t .  
Proposi t ion 4.1 For n??g ~lcrlicl f!jljc 1 ,  rrntl n n y  o E CJ of' 1ypr 1 ,  [.M b o : t ]  E Dt.  
Proof: It is enough to  shoiv that ,  for ally string of allow lal~cls y E Lf, [M D o : t ] l(y) is 
defined i f f y  E Lan(t), and,  if it iq defincd t l ~ c n  it  is i n  tllc rcqr~ired subset of 23. Proof is by 
induction on the lerlgth of 7. 
Proposition 4.2 ,Suppose tho1 s (111d 1 UI'C ?.(// id t!jl)es s7rr.h thot t 5 s. ?'hen: 
1. If Q is n simple projectio~z fro112 t in  .s, ( 1 1 2 0  
for some o E 0. Tlzc~z 
[,,V b o : .s] = q ( 2 ) 
for some o E 0. I X r n  tlzcre ~xist.5 O I Z  o1 E L3 S U C I I  t h ~ i l  
Q,M I> 0' : .I) = 11(x) 
Proof: For part 1 it is sufficient to  sl~ow Ihilt, for ally 3 E Lan(.i), 
which can be proved by inductioil on t l ~ e  1clrgth of 3. Tt follows from proposition 4.1 that 
[M D o : s](?) is undefined fol all 7 6 l,a11(.<). 
Part  2 is proved hy incluctioi~ oil tlre dcfii~ition ol'gcncral projections, II, Part 1 providing the 
base case. 
Suppose ( u , t )  E BO is a basic observation for tlre scl~enla G. Tllell we say we say ( u , t )  is 
observable in the model M .  ant1 [vritc 
iff, for each z E 1t such that  u ( s )  = k ( thc  niultiplicity of .c in 11 is I;) there exist distinct 
object identities 0 1 , .  . . , ok E 0 slicll t h a t  
[[;u D o;  : t ]  = J 
for i = 1, . . . ,  k .  
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Proposition 4.3 If ( u ,  t ) ,  ( I ) ,  s) E BO ore bcr.cic 06.scrrntioos sl~clz that (u, t )  k (v, s )  then 
(,U /= ( 1 1 ,  1 )  ) iml11ir.s ( , M  (= (7) .  t ) )  
Proof: TVe call prove that the propert. i h  ~)resrrvcd by each of t l ~ c  rules in the definitioil of 
the relation F. That  is we prove that 
1. If t 3, s and u C Q*(u) ,  where is the uniqne siitlple projectioil from t t o  s ,  then 
( M  I= (u .1))  itn1)lics (iM I= ( 1 1 . 1 ) )  
2. If TI is a projection from f to s ,  ant1 1. C S q r l a s l ~ ( l [ * ( ~ r ) ) .  then 
( , M  ( 1 i . i ) )  i1111)lics (.U I= { ~ , t ) )  
3. If (21, I i E I) are such that  
(L C !\fergel,I(ul) 
and,  for ea.ch i E I, JU I= ( ~ i , , t )  t l~en  .U I= ( n . t ) .  
I t  follo~vs from the transitivity of logical i~nplication that t l ~ e  property holds for the transitive 
closure of the rules. 
For any general observation S E GO for $; ncl bay that .Ti is olacrvnble in a model M, and 
write itl S. i f f  
V(l1, t )  E .Y . .tl (= (11.1) 
Theorem 4.4 If X,Y E GO arc gene1.01 obsc~~,t~rrtio~z.s., .t;.zlcli Ihnt k IT, then 
(;M I= _Y) ill?plics (,'U /= J.') 
Proof: Omitted. 
Theorem 4.5 If _Ti E GO, where GO is the Irtllicc o j  gcnr.r'o1 ob.seruations for a database 
schenza. I;,  a,nd every type ill -Y is n gr.orr/,cl type (111r1t is, fi,r rcrch ( u , t )  E X t is a valid 
ground type for (j). then t h e l ~  t.ris.f.~ (1 model ,M. srlti.sjyilzg G ,  .YTI .C~L  that 
Proof: We will show how to construct a motlcl .ltl from S a ~ ~ t l  leave the reader to  satisfy 
himself that  M satisfies G and I= S. 
Note that the set of valid grouilcl types for a sclie~ila (7 is fiuitc. since <? is a finite graph. Let 
Types(-Y) be the set of types occurring in I. 
For each t E Tj.pes(S) define E D; by 
So that ( u t , t )  is the largest basic obsermtion wit11 type 1 in S (note S is upwards closed 
under the ordering k) .  
Next, for each type t E Types(S) define r t t  E 11; 1)) 
where - denotes Gngs di'cr.cr?ce a1ic1 9,,t clenotcs t Ilc sinlplc projection from s to t .  Intuitively 
(vt, t )  denotes the largest basic observation in .Y not ill1 plied 114' solne other basic observations 
in .X (via simple projections). 
Now we form 0, the set of object idci~t ities for 011s i~~o t lc l  as follo~vs: for each type t E 
T.y~~es(~l-)  and each .c E vt ,  i f  vt( .c)  = l; t l l ~ n  IVC atld I; new ohject identities, o?=, . . . , o r ,  t o  
0. \lTe then set 
Nest we must forill tlie arroiv relation. l?. of .M. For each type t E Types(X) and each 
z E vL  there is a ?L E D; sucll that ( u . 1 )  E S and .r E u .  But, for each a  E Atr(t), 
( u , f )  k ([z [ a ] , f ( n ) ) ,  and so ([.r 1 ( L ] , ~ ( c L ) )  E .I-. IIcnce tlicre is a type s E Types(X) such 
that  s 5, t ( n )  and there is a E L', S I I C ~  t h a t  i I l s . ( ( n ) ( y )  = .I* 1 CI. So, for i = 1,. . . , vt(x), we 
add the arrow 
S > Y  0:". LJw O~ 
to 72. 
Finally for any t E Tr7pes(S), if, for so~ile allon. label cr. n $! . l t r  but Root(t) has an a-arrow 
of class q in G ,  then, for each n. E ut and f o ~  7 = I , .  . . , ~ , ( . r ) ,  picl.; a random object identity, 
o, with c l a ~ s  q (creating a ne\s ol~ject idclltitv i f  licce5sal.J.. nit11 printable value and arrows 
choseil arbitrarily) and acld I11e anow 
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5 Merging Databases 
The problem of clatabase merging arihcs ivllcn two or Inore databases, originating from dif- 
ferent sources and possibly containing o\?erlapping informat ion, are co~nbined to form a fed- 
erated database system (see, for example, [SnD*81], [SL90]), and also in the initial design of 
a database system, wllcn forllii~lg a global tlatabase scllclna from a number of user views of 
the database. The problem splits n a t u ~ ~ l l l y  into trvo parts: forming a colllmon view (scllema) 
for the databases, and colnbiili~~g the data contained i n  them. 
The problem of corrlbiilillg data drisirlg f io~n  a numl~cr of indcl~endcnt databases is a complex 
one, and involves resolving problc111\ > ( I (  11 d s  (I(>(  idi tlg 11 1 1 ~ 1 1  data items refer to a common 
object, tlecidi~lg \vl~ich vcri;ion of some col~flict ilrg t l n t  '1 1 0  use, and so 011. hlany of these deci- 
sions are some.rvtlat arbitrary and arc t l c p c ~ l ( l ~ ~ ~ r  on the contel)tual meanings and the origins 
of the databases involved. Tllerc is no sitlglc. inllct cti tly col lcct set of deciding principles 
which can be deduced from the datal),l\c s t l t ~ c t u ~ e s  tllemselvc~. 11% will direct readers to  
[LVH1'90] for coverage of these aspects of tlatal~are merging ant1 nil1 not consider them any 
further in this paper. 
5.1 Merging Database Sche i~~as  
The rest of this sectiot~ is dedica,tecl to the prol)lenl of finding a conlmon view of a num- 
ber of distinct da,tal~ases, that  is fi ncling a (1atal)ase schclnii, that, in some sense, supersedes 
the schenlas of the da.ta.ha,ses. h'luch has 1,een ~vrit ten  on the subject of merging database 
schema,s (see [RLNSG] for a survey) and a uun11)cr of tools ant1 met~l~odologies have been devel- 
oped. These range from set.s of tools for inanipulating scl1cma.s into soine form of consistency, 
[hlot87, SBD*Sl], to algorithnls which take trvo sc11ciila.s. toget,llcr with some constraints, and 
produce a, merged schema [SLC'KFS]. 110~.eve1~. to tlie l~cs t  of our linowledge, the question 
of ivllat meaning or sema.ntics this merging procc~ss should have llas not been adequately ex- 
plored. Indeed, several of tlle tecllniqnts t,hat har,c I)ce~l tlc\.t:lopcd are hevristics: there is no 
independelit chara.cterisa.tio11 of rvl~at the 111crgc sl~oultl be. In this section we develop a se- 
ma,ntic basis for expressing the merge of a collcctiolr of scl~cunas in t,crms of the informational 
content of those scheinas, togethcr \\;it11 a notion of co~~sisl.cucy of the associated data. 
The first problem t,o he resolved in fotrning sucl1 a coi~i~lioil s c l ~ ~ l l i a  s deciding on the cor- 
respondences between the classes of tlie \,ar.ious clatalx~ses. This problem is inherently ad 
hoc in nature, and is dependent on the rc>al-\i,ot.lcl intctpreta.t,io~~s of the da.ta.bases, so that  
sucll information must be provided by the tlcsig'ltc~r of t 11e systei~l. To sta.rt with we will limit 
onrselves to  considering only esa.ct cortc~spontlcnces of tla.tirl~ase classes: tl1a.t is the situation 
where two or more classes correspond t,o exactly the same class of real world objects. The de- 
signer of the system is, therefore, called 11po11 to resolve ~lalnjilg conflicts, whether homonyms 
or synonyms, by renaming cla,sses and a.rro\vs where appropriate. The interpretation that  the 
merging process pla,ces on names is that, if  two classcs in different sc11cma.s ha.ve the same 
name, then they are the sa.me class. rcga~.tllcss of tlic fact that  they n1a.y have different arrow 
edges. For example, if one scllel~la Iias a, c1a.s.s Dog ~ v i t ~ l l  arrow etlges License#, Owner and 
Breed, and a.not,her schema, ha,s ;\ class Dog \\.it11 arrow edges !Y(ilne3 Age and Breed, then the 
merging process will colla.psc tllcm into one class wit11 name D g  ant1 arrow edges License#, 
Orilner, A'nl-rze, Age, and Breed, \vit,h the potential result t11a.t nul l  values a.re introduced1. 
fIo~vever, if the user intends theill to he sc1l)ara.t.e classes, the C ~ ~ I S S ~ S  illlist be renamed (for 
example, Dog1 and D g 2 ) .  
What we want to find is a scllema that present.; a11 tile information of the schemas being 
merged, but no additioi~al info]-mat ion. Ilcllce c \cant the "lro.sf upj)cr bou~zd" of the database 
schema.; l~ndc l  some 501-t of infor~natioll ortlc~ ing. Rct all t hat. in adcl~t  ion to defining a view 
of a database, a database scl~eiiia espres5c5 tc t ta i~i  ~cql~ircments  on the structure of the 
information stored in the tlati~base. \ \ . I I ~ I I  n c  sav t l ~ ~ i t  one tlatahase schema presents more 
information tllan a~lother,  \ve moan t l ~ a t  any in5tance or the fir,t sche~na could be considered t o  
be an instance of the seco~ltl one. Tile first sclic~na n111st. the~cfore. dictate that  any database 
instances must contain at least all the infornlation necwsary in oldel to be an instance of the 
second schema. (Note that the clefiiiitior~ i n  Scctio~l 2.2 of \vllt.n a inodcl satisfies a database 
scherna allows the model to  contain extra info~mntioll nhic11 docs not concern the classes or 
arrow relationslrips in the schema). 
Our approach will he  to first find a \i ay to dcscril~e tllc incrge of exactly two database schemas. 
This can be t l~ought of as provicling a I ) i l i i~ r~  ol)(\ralor on datal~ase schclrras, which, provided 
it is associative and co~nn~utativc,  an t Ilcn I)c cstcntlctl to a ful~ciioil on finite sets of database 
schemas in the obvions nlai1uer. \\'c will 11opc. to clcfinc such a I~inary merge as the join (least 
upper bound) of t ~ v o  scl~enlas nnrlcr  soliic. suit;il,lc i~lf 'ornlatio~~ orticring. 
Some problems with finding lilerges of schemas 
Now that  we have sonle intuitive idea of 1~1l21t lic lnclge of t\vo databases should be, we 
would like to  find so111e f o m ~ a l  definitioll of an inrornlation orclcring on schemas and hence of 
merges of schemas. \lie can p~.occcd via a scrics of e ~ p c ~ , i l ~ ~ c n t s  and esa~nples,  in order to try 
to  get a better idea of what the orde~ing stlo111tl l ~ c .  IIo\ic\~er i t  soot1 1)ecolnes apparent that  
things are more complicatetl t llali ice migllt Il;r\c llopctl a t  li1.5t (hut  then, isn't everything 
'7'11is co111.rasts wi th  [SBU*Pl], wl~ich states t11i11 rtllifics -rhotr lr l  slror~lrl 1~ renamed, and specialization 
edges i~~troducecl t.o rruoirlintrodr~cirlg 111111 ~ r a l ~ i r s  
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worthwhile?). 
One of the first problems we   lot ice is that the incrgc of t ~ v o  schenlas may contain extra inzplicit 
classes in addition to  the classes of the schcrnas bt411g ::n(~rged. For csalnple figure 9 shows two 
Workin -animal : 1' name . 
: : Dog-Name AnimalName : 
: II : Working-Animal 
4/ // Gui e-Do-7 
F i g ~ ~ r e  9: Schema mel.gi~ig involving implicit classes 
schema,~ being merged. The first schcn\a asscl-ts that t lie c1as.s Guide-dog is a subclass of both 
the cla.sses Dog a.nd Working-animal. Tlle second sclrclna asserts bhat the classes Dog and 
Working-Animal both have name-a.rrows of cla.sscs Dog-Name ant1 Animal-Name respectively. 
Combining this informat,ion, as \ve  nus st ~vlrcrr fol.~ililrg the merge. wc conclude that  Guide-Dog 
must also 11a.ve a, name-a,rrow and that t,l~is arrow 111ust bc of both t.he class Dog-name and 
Animal-Name. Consequently, due to tllc rest r%~tions i r t  our. clcfini t ion of databa.se schemas in 
Sectjorl 2.1, the name-a.rro\v of the class Guide-Dog must 11;1\-(~ a class ivlrich is a specialisation 
of both Dog-Name and Animal-Name arrtl so I\.(. lrll~st itrI.ro(luct suclr a, class into our merged 
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schema. 
Ilihea we consider these irnplicit clahscs f ~ ~ r t l i e r  b e  find that it not suricient merely to  intro- 
duce extra classes into a schema with arhittary nanlcs: the implicit classes must in fact be 
treated differently from ~lorllial classrs. Firqtly, i f  .ive wcre to give them the same status as 
ordinary classes n7e lvould find t ha t  binary incrgrs are not associative. For example consider 
GI; 
Fignre 10: Some sini~)lc~ scl1cm;ts 
Merge(Merge(G1, G2), G3): Merge (Merge (GI, G3) , G2) : 
the three sinlple schellias slio~vn in f i g u r ~  10 (unfo~.tr~uately t l~csc es;liuples are getting too 
contrived for me to  thi111i of good esalril)lcs involving (logs or \Vinnic-the-Pooh characters). If 
we were to  first inerge the schemas G1 and G2 \ ic  nould n c ~ t l  to introduce a new iinplicit class 
( X ? )  below D and E, aild tl~eli n~crging wit11 G 3  woultl ~nal.;c, 11s introduce another new class 
below X ?  and F, yieldi~ig tltc first S C ~ I P I T I ~ I  \lro\vn i n  fig111c 1 1 .  011 t11(1 other hand, if we were 
to merge GI \vith G3 and tlrcll Illergs tlrc rr\i~lt \+ , i t11  G 2 .  n c  ~ o u l t l  first introduce an implicit 
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class below E and F, and the11 introduce ;inotItn. one below this one and D. Clearly what we 
really want is a single ilnl~licit class n~hicli is a specialisation of all three of D, E and F. 
Another problem is that ,  in our as yet llypotl~ctical i~ifo'orlnatio~i ordcring on schemas, it is 
possible for one schema t o  present morc i n  fol.ltldtio~l than allotl~cr tvithout containing as many 
implicit classes. It is clear that  for olle scliciiia lo prcscnt dl1 the information of another (plus 
Figure 12: l e t  mow srlicmas 
Figure 13: Possi1)le candidilt cs for t l ~ c  nlcrges of the schen~as 
a.dditiona1 illformation) it must have, at  ]cast. al l  t lrc nol-~nal r l asscs  of the ot,l~er, however let 
us consider the two schema,s shown in figure 12. \I7c nol~ltl ljlie t.o assert tlla,t the schema G 3  
shown in figure 15 is t,he Inergc of t.lle t,n.o sclrcn~as, GI ;t.nd G2. IIowever t,he schema G 4  also 
presents all the informa.tion of GI a n d  G2. ant1 in  a d d i t i o ~ ~  contains feiver cla.sses than G3. The 
point is t1ia.t G4 a,sserts t,hat thc l-al.ro~v of F ~I;.S class E, wllicll may impose restrictions on 
i t  in addition to  t,hose ivllich state t,lla.t it's a, s111)class of Imth C and D, wliile G 3  oilly states 
t11a.t the 1-arrow of F has bot.11 classes C and D. 
lZTe could proceed by extending our dcfinitioi~ of tlata1)nic hclic~uas to allow special implicit 
classes, and then try to find an ortlcring tvl~ich takes accoullt of them. IIowever the complex- 
ities involved in such a treatrneilt are quite great, alttl so n7c will adopt a slightly different 
approach. 
5.2 Weak Schemas 
In order to  avoid the complexit ics of in traducing iinplici t classes, what we will do is first 
weaken our definition of database schemas so that those classes become unnecessary (they 
are indeecl implicit). \Ye will the11 dcfiile a11 inforniation ortlering on these weak schemas, 
such that  binary joins do exist and are assoc.jati\.c. Finally wc ivill present a lnethod of 
converting a weal; schema into a propcr schrlnn 1)y i i~ t~oc~uc ing  atltlitional "implicit" classes. 
(111 an attempt to  atroid esccssivc coilfusio~l K C  nil1 1.cft11. to the tlatalxse schelnas defined in 
section 2.1 as proper schonas in places ~vllcll.c some allil)ig~~ity is liliely to arise). The idea is 
that  we can do all our rrlcrgiilg using weal< schcnlas. ant1 the l~  collvcrt the result to  a proper 
schemas when we are done. 
A weak schema over class natncs A; and arrow 1al)t.l~ L', \\it11 printable values V ,  is a five- 
C tuple (C,E,S,K,Z)  ), ~vhere C C itr, cC C I: x C x C, S C I: x C,  A- : l - (0-m,l-m,O-1,l-1) 
and 2JC : C - .P(V),  such that 
W1 If p ,q , r  E C and (1 E C arca suclt that IJ -(L (1 ant1 11 1. a n d  q r  the11 q  = T .  
W2 S is a partial order on C 
W3 For any 11,q.r E C and (1 E C such that y _if_ r ilnd p (1 tlrere exists an s E C such 
that  p -2 s and s ==+ r. 
W4 For any 11, q, r E C a.nd ally n E L ,  if p 5 q and 1) -"-- r  tllcn K ( p  -% q )  = K ( p  A T ) .  
W5 For any p , q , r , s  E C ant1 any cc E C, i f  p -'L (1 ailtl 7. -5 s and r  --. p and s =+ q,  
tllen K(p  -5- q )  5 K ( I -  2- .<). 
WG For any p. (1 E C, if 1) * (I Illen PI' C P',. 
(wllere p q Illeans (p.n,q) E 2: and 11 ==+ q mcan.; ( ? . / I )  E S as with proper schemas). 
The a s i o ~ n  W4, wllicll says that for any class 11 all t hc a-arrows of p have the same arity, makes 
sense if ive understand that  ~vllen a clasq TJ Ilar scvcral rl-arrows. hay p -5, ql , .  . . , p  -% q,, 
it means that the n arrows of any instalirtl of 11 nnl5t have all of tile classes q l , .  . . ,qn. 
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Note that  any proper database scllema, according to the clefi~~ilions in section 2.1, is also a 
weak schema according to this definition. In fact weak \chenlas differ from proper schemas 
in the following mays: 
1. We no longer require that  E hc functional in its first t ~ v o  arguments. Instead we adopt 
the weaker requireinelit that for any class p and arrow laid n ,  and ally two distinct 
classes q and r ,  if p -5 q  and p -5 r tllcil q and 1' may not be specialisations of 
one-another. Hence, for any 11 E C and any a E C, the set {q ( 11 -2- q} is a co-chain 
under the ordering S. 
2. We no longer require that 'P ' ( / I )  + 8 for evcry rl;iss 1, E C. 
An  ordering on weak scheinas 
We will now define an ortlering C on \veal< sc.Iiclnai. Suppose (71 = (Cl,El,S1, Kl ,Dl )  and 
G2 = (C2, f2.S2,h^2,2?2) are weal; s c h e i i ~ a ~  over .I' ilnd f'. \ \ e  tvrite i71 C G2 iff 
2. If p , q  E C1 and n E L are such tltat 11 q t l~cn  t l~c re  exists an r E C2 such that  
1) L2 r and r ==+z q. 
4. If ~ , q  E Cl,r  E C 2  and (1 E L arc1 sucll that 2) -(L1 q ,  p A2 r and 1% q then 
K ~ ( P  5, q )  < K z ( p  5 2  1'). 
5. For each p E Cl,  'D2(p) C D 1 ( p ) .  
(where we use the notation p -5, q to mean ( I ) ,  n , q )  E r,, and p ==$, q to mean ( p , q )  E S t ) .  
The only one of these that  is likely to  rccluile any  acltlitio~lal justification is 2. I t  means that, 
for an?: class 11 E C1, if 11 ha:, an (1-arrow of class (1 i l l  G I ,  tllcn p niust also have an a-arrow 
in G2 with a class a t  least as specific as (1 <i11(1 a (.al(li~>i~lity coil\tt .ai~~t a least as specific as 
that  of the (1-arrow in 61. 
We will leave the reader to convince l~ilnhclf tlral. if  G I  <72 then instances can be 
considered to  be instances of LT2 via a n a t ~ i ~ a l  project io~~.  This problem, while intuitively 
simple, is colnplicated by the fac t  that ivc 11avc11't ;~ctual ly  clcfin(>d instances of weak schemas, 
and we would need t o  do ho in ortlcr to ha~rtllc Ihi:, fol-n~illl!.. 
Proposition 5.1 [7 is  n pe~rticil orcleri~zrj or2 u ~ c i k  .~chcn~rr.u. 
Proof: Trairsitivity and rcflesivity are straight fbr\v;n.tl. \\Tcb tvill prove antisymmetry. 
Suppose <?I and (72 are as above. and <TI C G2 and 5 Then C1 E. C2 and C2 & J V ~  so 
C1 = Cz Sinlillarly we get S1 = 'S2 and, for every IJ E C1, D1(l , )  = D 2 ( p ) .  \Ve need to show 
that ,  for any p , q  E C1 and ally n E C. p LI q  i f f  p -'L2 4 .  
Suppose y -"tl q .  Then, silrce G I  5 172, there is an 1. E C 2 ( =  C I )  such that p r and 
r = z + ~  q. Hence, since G 2  5 GI, thcie is an s E C1 s11c11 that 1) A 1  s and s ==+I r. So we 
have p q  and 11 s and s 3 1  I' i l  q (since S1 = S2), and so, from the definition 
of weal< sclreinas, s  = g. IIencc (1 ==+I r ==+I q. so q  = r autl 1) - 5 2  (I. Silnillarly, if p - 5 2  q 
the11 11 g. F~irther. since K l ( p  - ' k l  q )  5 K2(p  "2 q )  a n d  K z ( p  q )  < K l ( p  Q), 
we have K l ( p  -Ll q )  = Kr(11 - ' L r  q ) .  rn 
Proposition 5.2 m e  orclering C_ o n  u9mk .s.clrcr?~c~a is bounrlttl complete, That  is, for any  
weak schemas Gl and G2,  if f1lcr.c er i s f s  o tllcnX: sclrrmc, S' slrrli Ihcrt iT1 E G' and G 2  g G' 
then  there is  n least sliclt cl~enk schtnzti L, G 2 .  
Proof: Give11 rveat schenras <;I and G2 as al,oir. tlrfiilc $7 = (c, E, S ,  D C )  by 
C = C, UC* 
'7 = ('S] u ' 5 2 ) -  
C - 
L, - { ( l ) , t l , q )  1 ( 31 .EC  . ( ~ . e 1 . 1 ) )  E UC2 A ] I===+ T )  
A (VI', .i; E C - p 7. A s =+ q  irn11lies.s = q ) }  
K(] I  q )  = v { { ~ " ~ ( r  -'yl s )  1 r Al . ? A p  r A q  s}  
u { K ~ ( I .  L 2  S )  1 7. s A ]J T A s } )  
D ~ ( ~ ) )  = n{n,cq) n I ) ~ ( ~ )  I (I E c A ==+ 
(where R* denotes the transitive c1os11l.c of R ) .  .\.otc. tllal. in the tlcfinition of D ~ ,  we take 
V , ( p )  = D if 1) @! C,. 
\ire ~vislr to slro\~ that  G = <TI u (;2. \Vc n.iIl oii~it l ~ e  1)roof t l ~ a t ,  i f  S is anti-sylnmetric, tllell 
G is a weak schema. and GI  & 67 ailtl <iL (?, ancl continr~c rvith 1 1 ~  proof that  G must be 
the least sucll weak sche~ma. 
Suppose G' = (C', L1,S', K', PI)  is h l~c l l  t l i i r t  G I  5 (7' ant1 672 & 67'. 'l'lren C1 C C' and C2 2 C', 
C so C C_ C'. Si~nillarly it is easy to show tllat S C S' ni l i l .  for each p E C, D t ( p )  C V ((p. 
Hence, siilce S' is anti-syinmrtric, so is S. ant1 S is i~itlcrtl a weal< stlrcma. 
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Suppose that  p ,q  E C and a E C ;ire hnc.11 11131 1) -(LG q. 'l'licn tllcrc is an s E C such that  
either s q or s L2 q aiid p + a.  1Icnce t h c ~ ~ .  is a n  1-  E C' sncli that  s LG, r and 
r - - ip (1. TIence, since p ==3p r. t l~erc is a t E C' such 111;lt 1) - " - - ! ; I  t and t = J ~ I  q. 
Suppose p,q  E C, r E C' and n E C are such that 1) -YG q. p I. and I. q. Then for 
each s , t  E C1 such that s  -L1 t ant1 1, ==+G .) and p = J G  .i we have 11 s and r ==.GI t 
and so X l ( s  -sl t )  5 IC1(p LG, r ) .  Siniilasly for G 2 .  1I~'iice h'(p AG q )  5 K'(p r ) .  
EIence we 1ia.ve all the co~ldit,io~is necessary for ~7 5 (7'. 
M'e say a finite collectioi~ of weak schcmas, G I . .  . . , G,>. is compatible if the relationship 
(S1 U . . . U S,)" is anti-sy~nn~ctric ( \ s  l r c ~ o  S1. . . . .S,, art3 the spccialisation relations of 
G I , .  . . , Gn resl)ectivcly). 
Consequently we have shown illat, for allj. lit~itc ro111pati1)lc ollection of proper schemas, 
G I , .  . . , G n ,  there exists a weak schenla <; = U , = I ,  .,, L;,. \\'hat \vc must now do is find a way 
of co~istructi:lg a proper scheiiia fro111 {;. i f  a t  all 11osiil)le. 
Figure 14: The least ~ ~ p p t r .  I)oi~i~tl of i ~ v o  sc.1ienla.s 
For esa~nple  the two schemas, G 1  and G 2 .  shown i n  figuic 13 arc compatible and their least 
upper bound is the weak schema shown i n  figure 1-1 (not sliowing aritics). 
Building proper scheinas froin weak schemas 
In this section me will pay t l ~ e  price for 0111 usc of \\enlc ,chelnas. lye need to  find a way to 
introduce implicit classes into a weak schcrna G, i n  - 01 tlcr lo  form a schema g,  such that  if 
there are any proper schemas greater tlran S thcn iz such a sthcrna. 
First we introduce sollle new nota.tions. For any p E C ancl any n E C we write C ( p , a )  t o  
denote the set 
I (11 .n )  = { q  E C / -"-- q }  
Further, for any set X C C, me use :?(I, (1)  to tlenotc t,llc sct 
E(-y, ( 1 )  = : l I i ~ ~ ~ ~ ( { ( ~  E -4-  1 311 E -3' . 1) -'i (11) 
where the function .il.lilzS : P(.V) - T'(.tF) is tlcfit~crl so 111at., I'or any set -y C N ,  M i n S ( X )  
is the set on minimal elel~lellts of ulitlcr tllc ol.tlct.ing S. 'l'l~at is 
- - - - - -  
'GVe ~ low proceed to build a ~\real< scliei\la I; = (C, t:. S. h','P) Cm~n (; as follows: 
1. First we Lvill collstri~ct a set, l ~ n p  C T ' ( I ' ) ,  ol' \ e t b  of classes, correspondillg to  our 
implicit classes. \Ire will col~strllct 1 I ~ ? I J  via a writs of atisiliary clefinitions as follows: 
So, intuit,ivcly, I172p is the set of all sets of cl;~sscs \vith cartlina.lity grea.ter than 1 which 
one can reach by following a. series of arroivs fro111 sornc cla.ss in C. Note that ,  since 
there a.re only finitely niany S I I I ) S P ~ S  of .Vr. 1f.e \vill e\..~~lt,t~it.lly find an I, such that 
In & U:~:( I ; ) ,  a t  whicll p o i ~ t  \ve con stop cor~lpt~ting fur.thcr In's. Consequently the 
process of computing I n ~ p  will 1~111. 
IJsing the esalnple ill figure 1-1. 
l0  = {{A>.{B>.{C)3{D)1{E}.{F}} 
I' = {{c}l {D}. S.  {c. D}} 
r2 = {fl} 
I' = 1') u 1' 
I = {.Ifins({C.D))} = {{C.D}} 
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- 
2. Mre define hy first taking C and then atltlirlg a I I C W  class -Y for every X E Imp. That 
is 
? = C u (7 i;; JS E I m p )  
Coiltirluil~g with figure 1.1, 
- 
c = { A , B . c , D . E . F , { c , D ) }  
- 
3. J17e defiile so that  if p -5- q Tor each q E S then ( 1 1 ,  (1.T) E I, while if there is a 
- 
unique y such that  11 2- q the11 ( 1 1 .  a ,  q )  E f. I'ormally: 
- - 
C - 
L.  { ( : c . c I . . ~ )  / :1: E C . C L  E L.::(.l..~l) = { q } }  
u{( .T,o,?~)  1 .T E r,(i E C. ::(n:, N )  = I' A (J.rI > 1) 
~ v l ~ e r e  I(T, (1) = E(-X-. (1 , )  for all 1 E 17711). 
For our rnnning esanlplc. 
- 
I = { ( A ,  l . C ) ?  (B, 1, D ) . ( F . l , C ) .  (F,l. D).  ( F , l .  {C,D})} 
4. We define tllc relatioll 5 hetween I' anti ?? so t l rat .  fbr any  p E C and a E c, we have 
- 
1J^Ez iff either n: 1) or x = S for sonle -!- E 11111) and p E S. 
-- 
We define 3 by first talcing S autl t11(111 atltling every pair ( _ y , T - )  such that  every class 
in I' has a specialisation in .\-; every pail. ( 7 . 1 ) )  wllwe p llas a specialisation in X ;  and 
every pair (p,??) \vllerc p i b  a spcriali,ntion of every claqs in S. 
Note that S 3. 
Thus, for figure 14. 
- 
s = s u  { { c , ~ )  ==+ {c,D} ) u { {c ,D)  - C,  {c.D) ==+ D ) u {E {c,D) 
- 
5. EC is defined so that  any eclgc n. 2iF ?j in ii ha, a arity wliicl~ is the least upper bound 
of the arities of the corrrsl)ontling cclgcs i l l  <;. 
C - - 6. 11A7e clcfine 5 by estcnding t l lc  dcfitlitior~ of  P ' lo 7 so t l i i t t  P ( . l - )  is the iiltersection of 
t ~ l e  sets ~ ' ( p )  for p E I 
Summariziilg the effect on figure 1-1, me gcl the scl~cnla G 3  in figure 13, with the class ? 
replaced by the class {C, D ) .  
Leinina 5.3 For n n y  X E 17111~~ (1). 4 E -Y A 1) * 9 )  iml) l ics ( p  = 4). 
Proof: Imediate from the definition of I m p .  
Proof: Suppose 3 is not anti-symmetr~ic. ?'lien thei-c exist x , y  E such that  x # 3, 
(2,  y )  E 3 and (y ,  x) E 3. \Ye nlust slio\v tliai S i~ not ant i -s~.~nn~ctr ic .  
Case 1: x = p E C and y = q E C. Tlrcn (]>,(I) E S anti (q .p )  E S. TTence, since p # q, S is 
not anti-symmetric. 
Case 2: x = p E C and y = Y 1vhe1.e T' E imp. 'l'hcn, since E 3, there is a q E I' such 
that  q =+ p. But, since (p,T) E 3, 1) * q.  S ~ p p o s e  11 = q, so lliat 1, E Y. Then, since for 
every r E E', p ==+ r ,  it follo~vs from Lenr ma 5.:3 t ha t  1' = (1))  ( a  contradiction). Hence p # q 
and S is not anti-symmetric. 
- - 
Case 3: x = S and y = ~vllcre S. I' E Ir , tp .  Suppose p E 1. Tlien. since ( Y , X )  E 3, there 
is a q E I' such that  q ==+ 11. B u t  si~niln~.ly thel-c i >  a r E S bucl~ tliat r. ==+ q .  Hence we 
have I .  ==+ p, and from 1,elnlna 5.13 nt3 get 1.  = 1) a11t1 1) =+ (1 p.  I f  S were anti-symmetric 
then this tvould imply that 11 = q ,  ant1 to~~>eclucntly n.c \ior~l(l gct Illat, for ally p E C, p E X 
iff p E 3'. Thic; contradicts the fact t l~a l  _Y # 1' ;111tl YO S is not >~~rti-s~-tnmetric.  
- 
Proposition 5.5 1. For ring x, 9.: E crrid r luy  n E C. if ( r , c l ,  y )  E I and  (x,a, z )  E 
flzen y = 2.  
Proof: 
1. This follo~vs immediatelv from the clcfinitio~l nT G. 
2. JTTe will oillit the proofb that S is ;I transitive ant1 rcflcsivc (reflexivity is immediate, 
and transitivity, wllile involving so~lic~ tcdiouh case a~ialysis, is also straight forward), 
and tlrat, if (x, y )  E then ?(y) C T(.T).  \\.c 511all lionevcr sliotv that ,  if (z ,a ,  u) E 7 
- 
and ( y , x )  E tllen there is a P E ? such that  ( y ,  ( I ,  1 ~ )  E :' anti ( u ,  2 1 )  E S .  
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- 
Case 1: p,q E C are such that (1j.q) E 3 ant i  (y,  a. x )  E 2:. Tllen p q,  hence for all 
r E C(q,n) there exists an 5 E f(p,n) buch that s ==+ I.. Hence there exists a y E 
- 
sllch that  (p, a ,  y)  E t: and ( y .  z) E 3. 
- 
Case 2: p E C, X E In711 are suc11 that  (p .T)  E ant1 (y,cr, j) E 6 .  Then, for every 
q E 11 =j q, so for eyery E ~ ( - Y , c L )  t11(\1c i i  a11 4 E C(1j.n) sucll that  s =+ r. Hence 
- 
there is a n. E C such that  ( p .  n ,  a.) E ? ant1 (n.. y) E 3. 
The other two cases follow along si~nilar li~ies. 
Lemma 5.6 For rrny u7crrk scltcnza (j, G ;. 
Proof: Straight forma.rcl from dcfinitioi~ of c. 
C - - We sa,y that  a weal; schema, G = ( C , I , S : ' P  , ) is consistent iTTfo~. e v c q  x E C, V ( x )  # 0. We 
say tha,t G is inconsistent otI~er\vise. It, woultl be ~,ossil)lc. to have a nlore sophisticated idea 
of consistency by introducing an sl7ecial 1,inal.y "consistc~ncy relationship" on C ,  a.nd requiring 
tha.t, for every X E Imp a.nd every p,  y E AJ-, the pa.ir ( 1 1 ,  q )  is i n  the consistency relationship. 
However this isn't terribly interestii~g so 1j.e -\\.ou't parsnc i t  ally furt,her here. 
From Proposition 5.5 it follo~j:s tlmt is a pi,oper schenla, i f f  6; is c~nsis t~ent .  
Proposition 5.7 f i r  nny u>ctrk . S C A C Y ~ ~ ~ I  <;, (j i.4 ~0/1.i i . \ I~nt  111crc is T[ proper schenza 6' 
such thnt G (r G I .  
Proof: (*): If B is consistent the11 is sricl~ a proper scllcma. 
(e): Suppose that  G' = (C', E',St, I?') i b  a \ ~ ~ ; l l <  icllc~lla s11cll that 6 L Sf ,  and that  G is 
inconsistent. 
c Suppose g ( ~ )  = 0 for some z E c. If ,I* = 11 E C 1l1en P ' ( p )  C ?, (1,) = 0 and so 6' is not a 
proper schema. Suppose z = S \\711erc .Y E 171,p. T l ~ e n  tltcre is a class p E C and a series of 
arrows n l , .  . . ,(in E C such that ,  for cvcry g E .j7 
(1 I '1 71 1'- . . .  -- q 
iYe can shorv by induction on 12 that, lor c>~~crj. rl E .!- t 11cr.c. is i l l 1  7. E C' such that  
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and T e' q. But if G' is a proper sclrcr~ra then t l~e rc  call be a t  most one such r .  Hence, 
7 -  
for every q E S, r  a' q ,  and so D f ( r )  Df(r i )  c D C i q ) .  Ilcllce, since D ( X )  = 0, we get 
D ' ( T )  = 0, and lj' is not a proper scllenla. 
- 
We would like to show tlia.t, if G is corlsistcnt, then G is tlre l a s t  proper schema greater 
t11a.n k7. Unfortu~iately this isn't quite true. Firstly it is possihle to  form other similar proper 
schemas by using different names for Ilre implicit classcs (compare this to alpha-conversion 
in the la.inbtla, calcnll~s). Secondly, for any t\vo sets .I-, 1' E 177711, if every class in I' has a 
-- 
specialisa.tion in -t- then our met,hod \ ~ i l l  iilclrrtlc t11e pair (&4-, I.') in 3. However it is not 
necessarily the case that  this specii\lisatioil relation is necessary, and it might be safe to  
onlit it. \.Ve co~rld attempt to  modify our ~ ~ i c t h o d  so illat s11ch pairs are only isitroduced when 
necessa,ry. 1nstea.d we will a.rgue that, sincc. t11c irr~j)lirit. cliisscs ]rave no additional information 
associated with them, it follows that tliesc ~pecialisat~ion relations do not introduce any extra 
informa.t.ion into the database schen~a. ant1 so. since they seen1 na.tura1, it is best t o  leave 
them there. Consequently we feel justified in ~naliing tlir follo~vir~g tlcfinitions: 
A finite collectio~l of proper data1)ase schc~ilai. G I . .  . . . <7,. i i  said to he consistent if they 
are compatible and the weak sclrenia S = U:, <;, i s  c.ol~sistcnt. 
Given a consistent collectiol~ of tIat;lI)asc. sc l~cu~as .  GI . .  . . . <;,!. t Iic merge of G I , .  . . ,G, is the 
- 
dat,aba.se schema (;, where <: = U';'=, G , .  
5.3 Iilcorporatiilg C~~respo i lde i~ces  B tween Classes 
In Section 5.1 we stated that  one of tlre first ] ) ~ ~ o I ~ l c ~ i i ~  i~~volved i n  ycllcma merging is identifying 
the correspoiidences between classes of tllc dill'e~cnt (latabaye sclic~nas. However we went on 
t o  say that  these correspondences nlnst I)e itlentilirtl t)y the nser, and that he nlust alter the 
database scllelnas accordingly before conlr~rcnting the computation of their merge. However, 
in that  section, lve linlited ourselves to consitlering only csact colrcspondences of classes, that  
is, where two classes rcprescnt 1 1 1 ~  salric c l ;~w of rc3al norltl objects. In this section we will 
show how to alter databasc schc~lias. prior to merging. i ~ r  ortler to  rcflect solne slightly more 
general correspondences. 
For a.ny two schcnla.~, GI and G 2 .  a~it l  any classos 11 a ~ ~ t l  (1. of <Ti and G2 respectively, we will 
allow the user to ma,lie one of the following t.hrPc kintls of assort.ions rela,ting p t o  q: 
1. p = q: meaniilg thr7.t 11 and (I repl.eseut t.hc salrtc rral t~orld classes of ol~jects. 
2. p C q: tnea.ning that  every object of class 1) is also a n  ol~jcct  of class q. 
3. p > q: meaning every o11jcc.t of c l a ~  q is itlm all ol)jcc-t of class 11. 
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Alterna.tive1-y the user is not actually ol~ligcd to st,atc a11y ~orrcsl)o~ldcnce involvii~g p and q .  
I t  should be noted t11a.t we are consitle~,ing t.he real-nrorltl or conceptual cla.sses represented 
by the a.bstra.ct database classes here: tllc c ~ n ~ s p o n t l c n c c s  bc!twcen the objects represented 
in the da.ta.ba.scs are another rna.ttcr. In ot.her words, jtlst I)cca.usc we assert, a correspondence 
p C_ Q this does not necessarily ltlean that \ve expect. that for every object of class p stored in 
the first da.ta,base there will be a cor~espontiing object of clitss (I st.oretl in the second database. 
Suppose we start with a collection of databaw scl~e~nas .  (71,. . . , G,,, which are t o  be merged. 
We will assume that  initially the tlatabascs haye tlisjoillt sets of classes, and that  we have a 
set of correspondences between clas~cs { I ) ,  # q I , .  . . ,p,L#(l,,} whcie each # is one of =, C or 
>, and for any pair of classes there can 1)c at luosl one t o ~ . ~ c ~ p o ~ ~ d c n c e  bct~v en tllelu in the 
set. 
We will add a new, iilitially empty schema. <? , t o  t 1 1 ~  w t  of hcllcnlas to be merged. We call 
C the corre.sl,ondcrzce schcrnn ant1 use i t  to c>~rc.otlc thc C_ a11d > correspondences between 
classes. 
For each pair of schcmas. (7, and G,. ant1 eacll p i l i~  of clashes, p and q from 6 ,  and G, 
respectively, we carry out the folloiving 111ot1ifit.atious to tllc scllc~nas: 
1. If we have a correspondente p = (1 t 11c1r r ( . p l i ~ ~ ~  ail occi~ ri.tlnccs of Q in all the schemas 
1)y y. (It is not sufficient just to ~.cpl;lce o c c ~ ~ ~ ~ n c ~ o s  of y i ~ )  <7, since q may have been 
introduced into some of the o t l~c r  \ t . h c ~ l ~ i ~ \ ) .  
2. If p C q then a.tld t . 1 ~ ~  cl;lsses 1) anti (1 1.0 <;"' ( i \ ' i t . l ~  tllc .lJ as tllcir printable value sets), 
a.nd then extent1 its sl)ecialisatio~l ~.cla.tion so that i t  contains t , l~c relat,ioil p =+- q (and 
i t  remains transitive a.nd reflexive). 
3. If 1) > q tllell add the classes p ant1 I/ to (7". and t l i ~ n  cstcntl its specialisation relation 
so that it contains the relation (1 ==+ 1). 
3 .  If there is rro correlation 1)ctn.ccn IJ al~tl (1 tlicn Ici~\.c t 11c S C I I C I I L ~ ~  u ~changed .  
Once we have carried out the above lnotlificat ions. i f  G 1 , .  . . , G,, and G' are still schemas 
(that  is, their specialisation rc la t io~~sl l i l )~  rc1rnai11 ant i-s~.minr~tric), then we can proceed to  
try to  find their merge, as tlcscri1,ctl in Section 5.1. IT one or inorc of tllem has acquired a 
non-antisymmetric specialisatiol~ relation then wc rcbjcct t l ~ e  sct of correspondences claiming 
i t  is inconsistent. 
We cle~noiistrated in scctioil 2.1 that ER scllc~llas can bi3 cl~lbctldetl in our illode1 in a natural 
way. Uie tllcil went on in sectiolis 5.1 antl 5.2 to 1i11d a nay of dcternlining the merge of a 
collection of schelnas wlleilever it exists. I n  order for this conversion-and-mergiiig process to  
be useful for ER schemas, we must slrow that tlre sclic~na resulting fro111 such a merge call also 
he considered to he an eii~l>edding of an Ell schema. \\'e could tlle~i reverse the conversion 
process in order to  find an ER sclrcma5 \vl~ich is tllc nlergc of o r ~ r  original collection of ER 
schemas. 
Cornparccl to our   nod el, t lle   no st signi l i c a ~ ~ t  rcst l.ic.t,iorr i 11 t,lio EI t    nod el is that  classes are 
stratified into three tlisjoint sets: c~rtity scls. r t ~ l a l i o ~ ~ s l r i ~ ~ s  a ~ r t l  t~asc types. Furthermore, 
specia.lizat,ion rclat.ionships a.re collstrai~rctl so tlrat. t l~cy may o u l ~ ,  occur between classes in 
the sarne stra,turn, antl the? a.rrows of a class bcllo~~gi~rg to onc stratnu1 intist have cla.sses in 
the nest stratum. 
In this section we will looli a,t tlre problenl of in1l)osing such constraints on scliemas, and 
will show t11a.t these constra.int,s a.re, in  some scnscl. l)~~csorvetl 1)y 011s rlicrging process. While 
ER-like rnodels alwa,ys divide classes nl) into Illrrc' (list inct, st [.at-a and only allow arrows to  
go from one strat,um to the nest, \ve lvi l l  ]>rcsc~rI a Inore geric~.;~l for111 of constra.int, which we 
will call a mefn-schema, which divitlcs tlrc classes in1.o anjr nr~lrll~cr of distinct sets and then 
imposes rcstrictio~ls on ivl~ich arrows Inay go fr,ntr~ C I ~ I S S ~ S  i l l  cach set to classes in each other 
set. 
A ine ta - schema over classes .I' arrtl al.to\\ lal~olb L consists ol' ;I ])air\visc disjoint collection 
of sets of classes, {.U, I 1 E I ) ,  sucll that .I' = U,EI.\.L. a u ( l  a collection of sets of labels 
{C,, I i ,  j E I) such that ,  for each r E I, tlrc collcctiotl or h ~ t i  of 1al)els {C,,, 1 j E I) is 
pairwise disjoint. 
A schema S = ( c , ~ ~ , s . D ~ )  is said lo sat isfy :I ineta-srlio~~ia ({.\; I i E I} .{C; ,J  I i, j E I } )  
iff 
for all n E C and p,  q E C. 
So the clasies are tlivicled into t l ~ r  sets {,\*,). and Ino cla~scs call only be related by a 
specialization relation if they bclol~g to lllr SIIIIP 501. all([. i l l  ;?(l(litioil, ally c l a s  i11 a set .M, 
can only have an cr-arrow wit11 a clabb i n  t l ~ c  bet ,Ip, i f  n is i n  the sct of labels CtVJ.  
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For example, the schema shown i l l  fig111.c 2 w t i 5 f i c . h  t l ~ c  lneia-schenla given by taking I = 
{0,1,2)  ant1 
-2'" = { i n t ,  str} 
1 '  = { ~ o g ,  Person) 
. = {Owned-by} 
L:l,o = {age, name} 
C z , ~  = {dog, owner} 
and C,,J = 0 for all other i ,  j E I. 111 gp1~cl'i~l a ly I :R-st~uctl~re will translate to a schema 
satisfying a meta-schema of the for~n fo1111d in f i g ~ ~ r c  15. 
:I tlr.ibv t c s  
Figure 15: -1 1nc.ta-sclic~mi~ l'os El{-sti~nctuics 
Note that  our definition of scrfisf~rction ol'a iilcta-.;c,l\c~~~a by scllc.lna applies equally well to 
weal< schemas and proper schemas. 
Proposition 5.8 If GI nnr/ G 2  c 1 1 ~  cor~~l)crliblc tr.rnl, .<tllr nlc1.i .icrti.\fying the nzeta-sclzema M ,  
then GI tJ G2 nlso sofiqljc.s .M. 
Proof: Let cj = GI U G2 a, c o ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ c t c ( l  i l l  p ~ o p o ~ i l i o t ~  5.2. prove the first condition in 
the definition of satisfaction first ~ l o t c  that, f o r  etcly p a i l  01 clashes ( p , q )  E S1 U S2, either 
( p , q )  E S1 or ( p . q )  E SZ. SO there is an i E I ,u(.ll tha t  1) E .Ir, ailti (I E ,If,. Clearly then, the 
condition holds for thc reflesive closiirc of S1 U S r .  \Ye can prove tlic condition for (S1 US2)*, 
that  is the transitive reflcsivc closure oS S1 U Sz, I)y ii~duttion on the number of steps in 
forlning the transitive closure. 
The second condition for satisfa,ction of .,W follows fro~n t-he ol,serva~tion that f C El U E z .  m 
Suppose we have a coilsistent neak scllema. <7, hatisfyi~~g the nlcta-schema M: we would like 
t o  show that  the proper schema also satislies ,M. ITlrfortunatcly tlris is not quite true since 
6 may involve additional classes not in -2'. FIorvever I\(. rail 1)rovc the following results: 
Lemma 5.9 If Irllp P(.Ar) i.5 corzxtrlrticd fio111 (; ns in .wr/ ior~ 5 .2 ,  ilren, for each X E Inlp, 
there is  (212 i such i h ~ l t  C .'I(,. 
Proof: From the constr~ictioil of I m p  it i i  sufricicnt to provr that ,  for each set In., and each 
X E Ik there is an i such that  .Ti C_ .IrL. This follo\cs 1)y il~tluctioi~ on k .  rn 
Proposition 5.10 ,Suppo.sc. <7 i.5 ( I  co/?sr.<t( z ~ t r r  X .  .<rl~c 11,n soir.sfgirzg iM . Then  the proper 
schenzn satisfies the tizctn-schcrilcr = ( {.I+, 1 1 E I ) .  I i, j E I ) )  where 
- 
*IFL = ,let u {Y 1-1- 5 S'{} 
for  i E I 
Proof: This follows froin from lcnlnla 5.9 a l ~ d  i ~~\pc\c tion of t l ~ c  construction of in sec- 
tion 5.2. In particular it is enough to ol)sc~~.vc that t110 sl,cci;~lisation relations added to  3 and 
- 
the arrows added to f do not violate either of (orltlitioiis necessary for satisfaction of M. 
Hence we can deduce the follorving tl~corciii n l ~ i t  11 \ t a t  cs tlrat. i l l  some sense, satisfaction of 
meta-schernas is preserved by our luel.ging plocess: 
Theorem 5.11 If' ,;U = ( {A r ;  I i E I ) :  {C;,; 1 i .  j E T) ) in cr n,c/n-.schema over N and C, 
( L I K ~  G I , .  . . ,G, is n corasist~nt. ~ o l l t c l i o ~ i  oJ' ~, I .o / ,c I -  .s.rlzrn,(rs sclii.qJyirrg ;u such that is the 
- 
merge o f  G I ,  . . . , G,,: then <7 sntiqfics thc ~,.rcin-schc~r.rc~ ,M. 
Proof: Folloivs directly fiwu pl.opositio~r 5.S aritl l)~.opositicjn 5.10. rn 
It follows that  if we use tneta-sellemas to t o n s t ~ ~ ~ i ~ r  t Ilc sclrrnlns nrc arc merging we can expect 
similar constraints to apply to  the nielge of tho\(\ scl~cmnb. \Ire can use this principle to  
ensure other restrictions as  well. For csanll)lc. i f  n o  wisllcd to ellsure that  no specialization 
relat io~~ships were insel-ted bctivcen I)aw tj.pcs a n d  uo II(Y clacscs nere introduced below ally 
pair of base types in the sdlcma sho\vn i l l  ligl[l-r 2 .  n r  coi~l(l (lo 50 I>\-. splitting the set No into 
the two iunary sets { i n t )  a n d  { s t r )  (wit11 the al ,p~ol)l i<~tc rl~angcs to I and the sets C,,J) .  
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6 LOM'ER MERGES 
In Section 5.2 ive defined the merge of a col1eci;ion of schcn~as as t l~ci r  lerrst upper bound under 
an information ordering. A conseclncnce of illis is t l~il t ,  if we merge a number of schemas, 
then any ins ta ,~~ce  of the merged schen~a ca,rl be consitlrrecl to 11e an instance of any of the 
schemas being merged. In sollie cases, lion.ever, i t ,  is tlcsirable t,o f nd llle greatest lower bound 
of a, collection of schenlas and use that as the merge. In this case a n '  instances of the scllemas 
being nlerged would also be instances of the ~nergcd sclrc~.~-ta. anti. further, we would expect 
to  be a.ble to  coalesce or ta.ke t,lie uniot~ of a uu11ll)c.r of illstances of t.11~ collection of schemas 
a.nd use that  as an insta.nce of the mcrgctl scl~c~li ;~.  'I'his kill(! of' lucrge is liliely t o  arise in, 
for esa.mple, t.he formnlation of f(>tlcratcd dat al);lsc syst cms. 
We will refer to  the merges def t~ctl it1 \ct.tiou 5.2 as  upper merges, and, in this section, 
we will discuss the for~nulatioli of lower merges.  I cjj I c,c\ntil~g t l ~ e  greatest lower bound of 
a collectio~~ of schemas. It coultl be Icgiti~natcly alg~lctl t h a t  loxer merges are of primary 
importance and should have Iwcw introcluccd fibt .  IIoncver nre introciuced upper merges 
as our primary concept of a rnerge because t1le.v a1.r il~llc\rcntl,v sinipler and more natural to 
formulate. There are a ~ l u n ~ h e r  of co~i ip l i ra t io~~s involvctl ~ I I  giving a fornlal definition of lower 
merges. 
As i t  st8a.r1c1s, taliing the lo~ver I~ouncl of' ;I, collct,tion of sc11cir1;l.s using our established infor- 
ma.t,ion ordering is clearly nnsatisfi1ctop: any i ~ ~ r o r ~ ~ ~ a l i o i ~  0 1 1  \\'11i~h t ~ v o  sc11ema.s c1isa.gree 
on is lost. For exa.mple i f  one schema. 11as thc: class ]log wit11 arrows lannae and age, a.nd 
another has Dog tvit,ll arrows r~ctrrle and brrol, t l~cn i n  the lo~ver hound of the two schemas 
the class Dog will oilly have the a.rrow 11crn?c. \\'llilt \v(' \Y;I I I~ ,  11o\vever, is sonle way of saying 
that  insta.nces of the c1a.s~ Dog mcly have ogc-arronrs i in t l  1i7c1!j 1i;tve bi.eecl-arrows, but are not 
necessa.rily required t o  have cit.her. \l'orscl still: if '  o~rc> scllcnla 11as the c1a.s~ Guide-Dog and 
a.nother does not, the11 t,llc lo\ver bound of tllc tnro schclilas will not. This second problem 
can be dealt wit11 By choosing a slight,ly tlilfc~rc~~t ol.tlcl.ing on s c l ~ e ~ ~ t a s ,  requiring that  for one 
schema. to  be bello~v anot,llcr in the ordering it .  11111st I I ~ I Y C  a11 tlic classrs of the second schema.. 
I11 some sense rve coulcl argue that s~lclr an  or~tlci~ii~g woultl 11c 111orc correct, as a.n information 
ordering, tha,n the one dcfillcd i l l  s c ~ t  io11 5.2. i f  n.e c.o~isitlc~,ctl a slr~illle~ set of classes to  put 
more restrictioils on the classes to n.11ic.11 t . 1 1 ~  ol~jccts  of iill  insta~lcc. can belong. However the 
first problem. that of losi~ig arrows. is u ~ o ~ . c  rliff ic.11l1 to t l ~ i i l  \i.itl~. ;+l i t1  will require us first to 
extend our definition of arit.y constr;~,itit~s. 
6.1 Extended a.rity const1.aint.s 
6.1 Extended arity coi~strai~lts  
UTe will extend the lattice of arity const1,aints dcfillrtl in scctioll 2.1 with the additional 
constraint 0-0, forlning the senii-lattice sho\vn in figure IG. The idea here is that  if a class 
p ha,d an n-a.rrolv with wit? constraint. 0-0 t,hrli no ol),jcrt. of class p ca.n have any a-a.rrows. 
However we will not allow arrolvs wit11 ari1.y coilst raints of 0-0 in our scl~ema~s: instead we 
will assume tha,t ally cla,ss 11 wllicli I1;l.s IIO (1-at.t.ows I ~ c l ~ i i ~ c ~  if' i t .  had an implicit n-arrow 
with a.rity co~~st ,raint  0-0. 
Now, if one schenla has an arrow \ \~ l~ ic l r  is not i~ltlrrtlctl in allother, then we can pretend 
tliat the secolid scllema also has tlic arrow, l ) u t  \ v i t l ~  ;uit!. constraint 0-0, and we can talie the 
greatest lower bound of the arity constrait~ts (u t~dcr  t hc. ordering 5 )  to he the arity constraint 
of the arrow in tlre merged schema. 
6.2 Lower weak s che i~~as  
In our consbruction of lower nlergcs n7e \\:ill neetl to i~iti.otluct. i~i~plicit classes similar to  those 
used in section 5.2, escept t11a.t an iinplicit class 110iv I . ( ~ ~ ~ c " J c ' I I ~  s ail object having a choice 
of belonging to  any of a nuinl~er of 1)rol)c.r c1a.ssc.s. ratllcr tltan t-11at an object must belong 
to  each of a, n u n ~ l ~ e r  of proper classes. C:oiiscclr~c~~t ly n.c ~nust  change our definition of weak 
schenxas to  reflect tlre fact tliat a, class 11a,ving 1111dtij)lc ((-arrows ~ ~ c l ~ t ~ e s c n t . ~  tl1a.t ea.ch instance 
of the class ma,y have n-a.rrows going to ol)jccts of i1lrJ. ouc of ;I 11111nl)er of classes, rather than 
tha.t each n-a.rronr of an object of [,he first clils~ 1111rst go t>o a n  o l~ jc r t  I)elonging t o  all of the 
later cla,sses. 
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A lower weak schema over class nauirs JV ant1 ill.l.onr Ial)cxls L i.; a four-tuple (C, E, S, K), 
where C C iV, I C f? x C x C, S C C x C ant1 h' : i': - {0-1rr,1-~1~,0-1.1-1), such that  
L W l  If p,  q ,  r E C a11 tl (L E C are surll t ]rat 1) 2- q a~r(l 1) 2% r ~ I I I ~  q ==+ r then q = 7.. 
L W 2  S is a partial order on C. 
L W 3  For any IJ, q ,  r E C a.nd (L E L iJ IJ ---; q  and 1) 1 .  autl thcre is an s such that  q > s 
then there exists a t E C such tllat q -2- t autl I. 1 .  
L W 4  For any p,q, r E C and any a E C. i f  p -5 q and 1, -"-- r thcn K ( p  -% q )  = K ( p  A r ) .  
L W 5  For ally 11, q ,  1. E C ancl any (1 E i f  1, -i 11 i r ~ i t l  q -5 1 .  t l 1 ~ 1 1  there exists an  S E C 
sucll that p -5 s illid K ( j ,  L- A )  < K ( ( /  -(!- r ) .  
The main difference between lower weal< scl~cmas i111tl t 11c \rc.al; st.lremas defined in section 5.2 
is in the a.xiom LW3.  This axiom cnsllrcs t.11at Ilic' a s i o ~ ~ i  A2 Irolds ~vhen we convert our 
lo~\rer weak schemas bo proper sclleinas I,!; ~.cl)laci~rg ~ r ~ ( ~ l t i p l c  n-arrolvs with single a-arrows 
to implicit classes. 
We will not take printable value sets into ilccount i l l  0111. 5t11tly of 101%-er merges though the 
necessary ext ensions are st raiglit forna ~ . t l .  
6.3 Another iilforimatioil ordering and lower merges 
\Ire will define 011s lolvcr mcl-ges lo l ~ c  grtatcst lo\\.c%l. I I O I I  11 (Is 11 r~tlcr ;in informa.tion ordering 
on lower \veal< schen-ras. ITorvcver. for ~ . c ; ~ s o ~ ~ s  al l.oi\tly ( l isc~~sst~(I ,  \VP w-ill not use the same 
ordering a.s in section 5.2, but illstcad \vill tlefirro a ~rc\i. ol.clcring n.lrich preserves more of the 
inforrna,tion of the scllenlas being ~ne~.gctl.  
We define the ordering E~ 011 lolver I\-cak srl1cn1ii5 s11c11 that, il' i71 and G 2  are 1-w-sclle~nas 
over JV and C, then i71 C~ G2 ifl  
1. C, > C,. 
3. If IJ A:! q  then there csists an I .  E ( '1  hrlc.11 I l r ; i t  11 -Ll r .  ~ I I I ( I  q -1 r .  
4. For a,ny 11 E C2 a.11~1 any cr E C 
6.3 Another informatiol~ ortl~l-ing ai~rl Io~.ei. I I I C ~ ~ ( > I  
iv11 ere 
K i ( p ,  ( 1 )  = i f  i11c11 a q c s i ~ t s  
: ot l~cr\vise 
(We will use the K' notation again later on.) 
The secorid condit,ion here is perhaps snfTic.icntly di (li31,cnt f1.ol.u t.11c col)tlit;ions of the previous 
ordering t o  require soiile a~ldit,ioni)l esplallation: i t  mc;ills t11;11. for one lower weak schema to  
contaiil less informa.tioii t l ~ a i ~  anot.hcr, i t  1t111st not ahsc1.t. spccialisat.ion rela.tions about 
the classes of the second s c l l c ~ ~ l i ~  t.11a.t a1.c  rot also assc.rtctl 11y t lic second schema, though it 
may assert a,ny specialisation rcliltions i~ot i~rvolvi~ig t l ~ v  (,li~ssch of 111e S C C O I I ( ~  sc l ie~l~a.  
Proposition 6.1 g L  is (1 ~rJlc . r i t?c ,  rrrtti-.<!,r~~n,tfr/,. n lnf iorl .  
Proof: Similar to  that  of proposition 5.1. m 
Unfort,unately C~ t,urns out not t,o he a t,l.;l~~sitivc\ 1.cli1iio1r. ;\ ronscclucnce of this is that ,  
if we collstruct, a binary merging operator, i t  S ; i i l ~  to I)(. associ;~tivc. The best we can do is 
construct a binary lo~ver merge ol)rratol, a11d gi\.cx ;I c.l~i~~.i~ctc~.isa.tion of those sets of lower 
weal< sc1iema.s for \vliicl~ the operator ~ v i l l  I)(. i~ssociiltivc i t l l t l  I,c repeatedly applied t o  
forin a. merge of the set,. On the ot.1.1cr 11;1ntl ol?cL sil-nl)lirication of' Iolver inerges over upper 
merges is t,lia,t Ive don't have to worry al~orit con1 pat i l ) i l i  ty of s c l ~ c l ~ ~ a s :  the greatest lower 
bou~ld  of a pair of scllenlas always exists. 
Proposition 6.2 For nny  pcrir of  lo~l-tr.  uv-crk . sc .I?c~, ,c in,  (rncl G 2 .  fhcir greulest lower bound 
under the o~.(lcri~zg zL  is con~plrltrblr. 
Proof: Given any two Ion-cr \\.(>ali 5cllc111,1s. 671 = ( ( ' I .  :',. S1.  A', ) and LT2 = (C2,52,Sz,Kz) ,  
\ire define G hy: 
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and, for any p ,  q E C and a E C such that p -2- q, 
where K: has the same mea,ning as before. 
The proof that (; = n L  (72  has thrce parts: sllowing that  G is indrcd a lower weak schema; 
showing that G g L  (jl and G E'J !iz; and sl~owilig that ,  for any <;.3 s~lcll that G3 L~ G1 and 
G3 C~ G 2 ,  we have G3 E~ G. These ptoofs arr  fairly straight-fo~ward and are similar to  the 
proofs in proposition Ts.2. \Ire will not give tlckt;~ils here. I 
We must now find a way of ca.tagorisi11g thosc collections of sc1ie111a.s for which the greatest 
lower bound opera.t,or is a,ssociative. It inight be possible to  construct wea,ker restrictions 
than the following if we illvolved t,he a.rrolv relations. I t  rema.ins to  be seen how major our 
restriction is in pra.ctice: t,ha.t is, how liliely it is that  a set of sc11cina.s we wish to  merge will 
violate the restriction. 
A collection of lower weak schcmas, G I , .  . . . G,, is said to  be well-behaved iff, for any G; 
and GI a i ~ d  any classcs p aitd q. if p *, q aiid 1) ==+3 q then, for any I- if T =+, p and T E C, 
then r *, p, and for any s i f ( /  *, and .. E C, then q==+, .s. 
Proposition 6.3 The wlcrtio~z cL restrictccl to any well-bthtrl*ccI collection of schemas, 
(71,. . . , G n ,  is CI trar,.sitizre relation. 
Proof: Omitted. ¤ 
I t  follows fro111 this that Tve can find t l i c l  greatest lower bound of ally well-l~ehaved collection of 
lower weak sclieinas by '.folding" the schemas nri th  the binary greatest lower bouitd operator, 
nL.  
Finally JVF. can find the lower merge of sucli ;I collection of of scllcmas by converting their 
greatest lower bound into a proper scheina using an algorithl~i siiililar to  that described in 
section 5.2. The only difference bet~vecn the two algorithms is that ,  for lower weak schema,  
the implicit classes are inserted nboz~c rather than below the sets of proper classes to  which 
they correspond. 
6.4 Other lijl~ds of merges a.n tl comhined merges 
6.4 O t h e r  kinds of merges and coillbii~ed merges 
The two alternative I<inds of nlelges. upper and lower, presented in this paper represent two 
extre~ne views of rvllat the lmerge of a collectioil of schemas sho~ild he. It may well be that  
there are other concepts of merges, perhaps ljring between these t~vo,  that  are equally valid 
and useful. Howcver i t  is the author's belief that  the methods used here for defining merges 
are the correct ones, and that  any valid concept of merging should have a similar definition 
in terms of illforillation orderings. 
Further it may well be useful to comhine different kinds of merges in the process of forming 
a common view of a number of databases. 170s example, if we w c i ~  taking lower merges of a 
collection of databases we ~nigllt C I I ~  111) lo4ng a number of specialisation relations which we 
still believed to  be true. \.I-e could tllcil re-aqsc.rt these specia1is;ttion rclatio~ls by taking the 
upper merge with a ncrv schema containing the relations. 
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7 Conclusions and Further Work 
In this pa.per we have illtroduced a siillple yet general model for tla.ta1)a.se schemas, and then 
went on to  construct models for the instances of such schemas and for the observations that  
can be made by querying such databases. Tltere are a number of concept,s which exist in the 
literature of data.base syste~lis n~liich it miglit be useful to inco~.porn.te in the model. These 
include sucl~ things as cardinality constraints, functional and iiicl~~sion dependencies, keys 
and so on. \,TTllile we do  not believe that i t  would be difficult to extend the model and the 
accon~pa.nying theory n;it,h sucli concepts, 1t.e llave opted instead to  lieel) the rrlodel relatively 
siinple a.nd easy to  forrna.lly reason. 
By wealiening the definition of schemas, we have been able to  define the inerge of a collection 
of toeak schentas a5 their least upper bound under an  information o~.tlrring. We can then form 
a proper sclzema from a \veal< sclienla by i ~ l t  toducing additional in7plicit clcrsses as necessary, 
thus giving us a way of defining the lncrge of a collection of propcr schemas. Although the 
number of ilnplicit claises iltt~.otluced in the examples we have 100licd a t  have been small, 
we have not investigated how ~uauy  might he introduced in ge~rctal. It may be possible to  
construct pathological esalnples where the number of implicit classes required is huge, though 
the author l~clieves that  such c~xamples are unlikely to  arise in practice. 
Fie went on to clcscribc a secoittl I;iud of luerge which we calletl 1021vr merges. While the 
tipper nicrges defined first represent the SUIII of the information cont ailled in a collection of 
scheinas, lower nlerges represent the inforination common t o  each schema in a collection. 
There may well be other, equally valid interpretations of what the merge of a collection of 
schemas should be, though 1%-e believe that ,  in order for some conccpt of a bchema merge t o  
be useful, it should have a si~irilal.. simple anti intuitive definit io~~ in terms of a formal data  
nlodel such as the one prcscntccl hcie. Conzcquently we believe that the nletllods used in this 
paper sllolild be eqi~ally applicahlc to otllct such concepts of rnctging databases. I11 general 
we feel that this paper illustl.atcs tlre potent i i ~ l  benefits of using 111at llei-~iatical techniques and 
uniform. well-defined nlotlels in inve5t igating the underlying t h e o ~ y  of database systems. 
Finally the author has noticed a 11nm1)er of' similarities between the various levels of infor- 
ination considered (instances, schemas, mcta-schemas, etc.) a11tl tllcil. relationships to  one 
another, and would like to investigate the possibility of formiitg a still more uniform and 
general model capal~lc of spanning t hcse various information levels. 
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